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FADE IN:

Music Over: Hunted by a freak - Mogwai

EXT. OUTER SPACE - DAY

Establishing with our planet earth slowly spinning on her 
axis, then begin a SLOW PUSH toward her as we begin to HEAR 
hundreds of snatches of cell phone conversations. Some are in 
different languages getting louder as a satellite enters into 
full view. The conversations fade as it passes exiting the 
frame as we continue toward earth. We see the Atlantic Ocean, 
then the U.S. east coast. We continue toward New York 
entering the harbor passing the Statue of Liberty, then 
across to the Island of Manhattan. We continue the push 
downward on multitudes of PEOPLE walking on sidewalks dressed 
in business attire talking on cell phones. We push downward 
past them going through an open man hole under ground into 
the subway tunnel, then into the train below as-- 

MONTAGE

A YOUNG BOY plays a new high tech video game as the train 
suddenly stops and his MOTHER quickly takes him by the arm 
exiting as the boy continues his game.

An Asian MAN (computer geek) with the latest hand held 
technology lifts his GPS onto an uncaring crowd-- 

GEEK
(proudly)

Thirty eight. 
(nodding)

Thirty eight miles an hour. It...  
locks in to the satellites. 
That’s...how I know it’s right.

Nobody pays any attention as a YOUNG MAN with long hair sits 
next to him with earphones gently rocking to his ipod. He’s 
wearing a jacket with an underground band on it and jeans 
with holes exiting the train behind the mother and boy paying 
no attention to the uncaring crowd. 

In the subway tunnel multitudes of Business PEOPLE exit the 
train talking on cell phones. We follow them up to the street 
level with more PEOPLE walking fast and predestined.

END MONTAGE

DISSOLVE TO:

An AERIAL shot above the Hudson River as we see the shadow of 
the leading edge of a set of helicopter blades coming into 
the frame spinning in slow motion. 



The helicopter moves forward slightly for a full shadow to 
the side. In the reflection of a skyscraper we now see it’s 
an NYPD helicopter. In the distance is the George Washington 
bridge as the helicopter flies over it, then turns east 
toward the Bronx circling slowly, then hovering above an 
intersection. From the Pilot’s POV we see the streets below 
are busy with people and traffic as the light changes and 
traffic begins flowing from the opposite direction.

INT./EXT. HELICOPTER - SAME

Establishing with the instrument panel as the PILOT’s hand 
reaches for the microphone. From the Pilots POV we focus on 
three banks on three of the four corners in the intersection 
as we continue hovering. 

ANGLE ON

the Pilot’s mouth as he puts the mic to it--

PILOT 
Chopper one to Dispatch. Over.

DISPATCHER (V.O.)
This is Dispatch. Go ahead chopper 
one. Over.

From the Pilots POV we see the Intersection below--

PILOT (V.O.)
I’m above check point eleven 
dispatch. Everything on the ground 
looks fine. Over.

DISPATCHER (V.O.)
Ten four chopper one. Proceed to 
your next check point. Over.

PILOT (V.O.)
Roger that dispatch. Over.

From the Pilots POV in the exact center of the intersection 
we see the perfect “X” as the word The InterseXion flashes 
across the screen. The “X” being the intersection itself as 
the helicopter turns away flying into the distance. We stay 
with the intersection, then PUSH IN tight on the man hole 
cover in the exact center of the streets until-- 

Music Over fades out as we--

FADE TO BLACK:
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We do not see under the man hole cover as we HEAR safety 
harnesses clanking, then two shots fired by a .22 Caliber 
nail gun. Two repelling lines are being secured for what will 
later become an escape route for a bank heist by a group 
later to be known as The Mole Crew.

Card: 1 Week Earlier

FADE IN:

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - DAY

We exit from the inside of an empty black coffee mug as black 
coffee is poured in on us. REVERSE ANGLE as a spoonful of 
sugar is dumped in, then a spoonful of powdered cream, then 
stirred. On the other end of the spoon is ERIC READY, a good 
seasoned Detective in his thirties, but not without some 
character flaws. He will be getting married in the near 
future after a near eight year engagement and some issues are 
resolved. He hates mice & rats and truly believes in 
instinct, gut feelings, visions and a good game of poker. On 
his desk is a small 1st place trophy from a Texas hold ‘em 
tournament in Atlantic City. We pan up as he opens the New 
York Times and begins reading the sports section. We pan over 
to his partner VINCENT DELAROSSA who is extremely good 
looking, twenties, very motivated, but an inexperienced 
rookie. He is a single New York born Italian-Romeo, athletic, 
an herbal health nut, loves his job and sports cars. Together 
these guy's are truly one, brain and brawn. Eric being the 
brain and Vincent being the brawn. They casually sit at their 
desks which are pushed together in an old small cluttered 
office with dingy walls. It has a window with blinds, but no 
view. We notice Eric has one leg up with a open box of donuts 
next to it taking a bite of one. Vincent shakes his head with 
a putrid look--

VINCENT
Shouldn’t eat those things. 

(holding his stomach)
Getting sick just watching.

ERIC
(reading the newspaper)

Huh! Yankee’s did it again!

VINCENT
(rubbing his stomach)

Yeah. Watched it last night. Good 
game!
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ANGLE ON

a file on Vincent’s desk The Mole Crew as Vincent picks it up 
and puts it into a metal file rack mounted on the wall that 
says Current Cases.

VINCENT
Been over a year since the Mole 
Crew hit anything.

ERIC
(still reading)

Maybe they retired. Took regular 
jobs.

VINCENT
Like what? What kind of legit stuff 
could they do?

ERIC
(still reading)

Construction...Excavation...
(turning the page)

Tunnels...Subways. Ya know, they 
like to dig! Probably had sand 
boxes when they was kids. And, you 
know, graduated from there. 

VINCENT
Another thing that always puzzled 
me. We always find an empty condom 
wrapper at the escape scene? What’s 
up with that? Ya think they say, 
lets go out for a heist and a hump? 

(beat)

ERIC
(folding the paper up)

Sounds like a new rap song. 

VINCENT
Nah. Not graphic enough.

ERIC
Maybe their quick at that too. 

(turning to Vincent)
Unlike my Maria. 

VINCENT
It’s that hot Italian blood man. I 
know. 

(proudly gesturing)
I got it. 
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Eric’s uninterested.

VINCENT (CONT’D)
So? When’s the big day anyway?

ERIC
(looking at his watch)

Less than a month.

VINCENT
Longest engagement I ever heard of. 
Eight years?

ERIC
Close. Don’t remind me. I...

(interrupted as--)

We HEAR their Captain’s loud steady authoritative foot steps 
outside in the hallway as Vincent and Eric give each other an 
intense look, then turn toward their doorway.

HALLWAY - SAME

ANGLE ON Captain LOU BLADECKI’s legs coming toward us from 
shin height as we see a pair of perfectly shined black 
detective issue shoes as large black pant cuffs dance above 
them. He’s a large gruff man, early sixties, set in his ways 
and always holds a large nasty smoldering cigar. As he walks 
toward Eric and Vincent’s office we hear his secretary STELLA 
call to him in the distance-- 

STELLA (O.C.)
Captain? 

Lou’s feet stop suddenly as we PAN UP to his large waistline 
as his hand comes down holding the large smoldering cigar as 
Stella’s hot body from the waist down enters the frame--

STELLA (O.C.)
Here’s the report you ask for.

We see their hands exchange a file folder at waist level--

LOU (O.C.)
Thanks Stella. Nothing like good 
old fashioned Police work. Beats 
all that high tech mumbo jumbo.

Lou’s shoes begin walking again toward Eric and Vincent’s 
office as--
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BACK TO THE SCENE

as Vincent and Eric listen, then turn toward each other--

ERIC
Bladecki!

VINCENT
Bladecki!

Vincent drops his leg to the floor as they both slide toward 
their desks in a more formal posture straightening their 
ties. Vincent casually reaches over turning on a ceiling fan 
as Lou enters, stopping in the door frame. We PAN him with 
the file under his arm staring at Vincent, then he looks over 
at Eric saying nothing. He looks down at a classy Lamborghini 
ash tray on Vincent’s desk. To Vincent this is treasured 
decor that no one dare use as Lou walks over and flicks his 
ashes in, then rolls them off on the “Bull” in the center 
logo. Eric tries not to laugh, but chuckles--

VINCENT
When did you say the Chief was 
gonna enforce that smoking ban 
Captain?

LOU
(blowing out smoke)

Already did.

VINCENT
(coughs)

Oh.
(swishing smoke away)

LOU
You’s guy's find out anything yet 
on that psycho, slash, bi-killer?

(beat)

VINCENT
You mean,

(with a half cough)
the Dentist?

LOU
Dentist?

ERIC
Yeah. That’s what the Profiler 
calls ‘em. 

VINCENT
Says after he kills ‘em, he removes 
some of their teeth. Keeps ‘em. 
Like a souvenir or something.
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ERIC
Maybe he makes, bicuspid pie? It’ll 
eat you...instead of you eating it.

(Eric & Vincent laugh)

LOU
Sick Bastards. Both a ya.

(beat)
You’s guy’s still working on that 
last mole crew case?

VINCENT
(gesturing to Eric)

If mister sanitary here, wasn’t so 
scared of rodents... 

LOU
(interrupting)

Mice and rats? 
(chuckles)

Hates ‘em! I could tell you some 
stories. One time...

ERIC
(interrupting)

Hey! Hey! Hey! Don’t go there! I’m 
telling ya...do not go there!

LOU
(shouts)

Hey! 
(beat)

How long you’s guy’s been on that 
case? Huh? I’ll bet I’ll be retired 
and collected several checks before 
either of ya’s rap it up! 

(beat)

Eric and Vincent are slightly embarrassed.

LOU
(with a stern look)

Okay! You want I should give ya’s a 
break? Huh? That it? 

Eric and Vincent with reserve gesture “yes.”

LOU (CONT’D)
Okay. Reprieve granted. Put it on 
the back burner. Got something else 
for ya's.
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He puts his cigar back in his mouth tossing the file onto 
their desks. 

ANGLE ON

the file The English Crew--

LOU
New case file. Interpol. 

ERIC
Interpol? Isn’t that Feds?

LOU
Too busy. Gave it to me. And now 
I’m giving it to you’s.

ERIC
(under his breath)

Yeah. Your giving it to us alright.

LOU
What’s that Ready? What’d you just 
say? 

ERIC
Nothing.

(beat)

LOU
Thought so. You should be more like 
the rookie DeLarossa here. He’s got 
some manners.

VINCENT
Thank you sir.

LOU
(to Vincent)

Shut up! Wasn’t talking to you 
rookie.

VINCENT
Yes sir.

Lou with a stern look glances over at Eric for a beat, then 
Vincent--
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LOU 
Look! Don’t need no crap on this 
one! Got it? This is a biggy! 
Everybody’s watching. And if they 
ain’t, they will be. 

(pointing at them)
And...I’m gonna be watching the 
both of ya’s. Got it?

ERIC
Yes sir.

VINCENT
Yes sir.

LOU
Good.

ERIC
What’s with the FBI? Too busy?

VINCENT
(snickering)

All that internet fraud. 

LOU
Who knows?

VINCENT
(sliding the file near)

Terrorist activity?

LOU
Nope. 

(puffing on the cigar, 
then removing it)

A group of clowns from London 
decided it was getting a little too 
hot over there to keep doing bank 
jobs. Interpol had a man inside. He 
was killed. Interpol figures these 
guy's did it and are headed here. 
To New York. 

ERIC
(under his breath)

Should fit right in.

LOU 
(serious and pointing)

I want the both of ya’s to check it 
out.

VINCENT
Where should we start?
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LOU
(sarcastically)

I don’t know. You’re the 
Detectives. Go...and detect.

Vincent and Eric inquisitively look at each other as Lou 
reaches into the box of donuts picking one up.

VINCENT
Have a donut Captain.

LOU
(examining the donut)

Em. Cop food. 
(beat)

Wonder what kind a filling this is?
(taking a bite) 

Em!
(turns toward the door & 
hollers)

Stella! Where’s my coffee?
(beat)

Damn it. Stella?
(under his breath)

Already having a bad day. 
(exiting)

No coffee! Chief’s on my ass...

Lou exits as Vincent and Eric look at each other swishing the 
cigar smoke away.

ERIC
You know you’re gonna have a bad 
day when the Chief’s on your ass!

VINCENT
Yeah. And your long time 
secretarial ho won’t get your 
coffee?

(bump knuckles & laugh)

Vincent takes the ashtray and dumps it into his trash can, 
then licks a napkin that was laying next to the donuts. He 
wipes and polishes the ashtray to perfection holding it to 
the light. 

VINCENT
Picked this up on vacation in Italy 
last year.

(looking toward the door)
Masturbarsi!
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ERIC
(gestures)

Italian for jerk off. Nice.
(beat)

VINCENT
That guy. Shh... No respect.

From Vincent’s POV we see the file The English Crew as he 
stares at it for a beat, then opens it-- 

ANGLE ON

on a photo of Randall Blake on top of his rap sheet.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. LONDON - INTERCUT

Establishing with the London Bridge above the Thames River as 
we PAN OVER to a balcony with a beautiful set of glass doors 
leading into a small luxury flat overlooking the river. 

INT. FLAT - INTERCUT

Establishing with fine art and furnishings as RANDALL BLAKE 
early thirties clearly disturbed stands with his back toward 
us staring out through the glass doors at the river below as 
we slowly PUSH IN toward him--

VINCENT (V.O.)
(reading his rap sheet)

Randall Blake. Background. Crews 
leader. Intelligent. Oxford grad. 
Wanted for questioning in a string 
of bank heists. Italy. France. 
Ireland. Germany. Switzerland...

Vincent hands the rap sheet to Eric--

ERIC 
(looking at it)

Oh! And now...England.

ANGLE ON

a photo of Saffron Ester on top of her rap sheet.

DISSOLVE TO:

SAFFRON ESTER sitting on a designer sofa with extra large 
breast implants, classy, late twenties glancing through an 
upscale lady’s magazine--
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VINCENT (V.O)
(reading her rap sheet)

Saffron Ester. Background. 
Ambitious. Tried modeling. High 
tech. Suspected ties to the IRA? 

Vincent hands the sheet over to Eric--

VINCENT
IRA? Those guy's still around?

ERIC 
Guess so. Oh and...Randall Blake’s 
girlfriend. Nice! 

ANGLE ON

a photo of William Morrison on top of his rap sheet.

DISSOLVE TO:

A poor poker hand as we PAN UP to WILLIAM MORRISON holding 
the cards at a table playing as he gestures in embarrassment. 
Sitting on the table beside him is his signature bottle of 
Dewars White Label Fine Scotch Whiskey he never plays without 
as he picks up another card--

VINCENT (V.O.)
(reading his rap sheet)

William Morrison. Background. Ex 
IRA. Ex British Navy. Hmm...plays 
both sides, huh? Explosives expert. 
Divorced. Scotch connoisseur. Petty 
crimes. Gambler. Hmm...

(beat)

ERIC
What?

VINCENT
Game of choice...poker.

ERIC 
Poker? 

VINCENT
Think ya can beat this guy?

ERIC
Let me see that.

Vincent hands the sheet over to Eric as he begins to read it.
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ANGLE ON

a photo of Peter Bramford on top of his rap sheet.

DISSOLVE TO:

A large stack of English pounds as we PAN UP to PETER 
BRAMFORD, forties, gloating, holding a much better hand 
sitting across the table from William--

VINCENT (V.O.)
(reading his rap sheet)

Peter Bramford. Background. Ex IRA. 
Licensed helicopter pilot. Petty 
crimes. Successful gambler. Game of 
choice...

(beat)
poker? 

Vincent hands the sheet over to Eric--

ERIC 
Poker?

Off Eric.

INT. FLAT (CONT’D)- SAME

William blots his forehead and nervously fidgets with his 
cards as Peter snickers knowing he’s holding the better hand. 
We PAN OVER to Randall still standing at the glass doors 
overlooking the river. We see his pale reflection in them, 
then his breath on the glass. From his POV we see the sky 
tone is gray and somber with a weak sun reflecting his 
emotion. With blood on his hands he possibly has a sixth 
sense of the bleak events about to unfold. Saffron continues 
to sit on the sofa turning the pages of her magazine as 
Randall turns toward us with authority, then toward Peter, 
then William, looking at them for a beat, then to Saffron--

RANDALL
Alright. Pack your things. Were 
leaving.

Everyone looks up at Randall displeased and perhaps a bit 
confused, but he is the boss. Saffron gets up with a 
disgusted gesture tossing the magazine on the sofa walking 
toward the bedroom as Peter lays down a straight flush--

PETER
I’ll take your money!
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William tosses his lousy hand onto the table as Peter with 
both arms slides the large stacks of money toward himself--

PETER
Better luck next time, ole chap!

WILLIAM
Your on a roll. That’s all. Can’t 
last. Never does! Ole Chap!

These words seem to strike a bad chord with Randall as he 
turns glaring at them for a beat, then looks toward the 
bedroom and shouts--

RANDALL
Love?

(walking toward her)

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

ANGLE ON the metal file rack on the wall in Eric and 
Vincent’s office. PUSH IN on the file The Mole Crew as we--

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. MANHATTAN - SAME

Establishing with heavy traffic as DONATO RIGOTTI, handsome, 
early thirties, Italian and street smart is the leader of The 
Mole Crew. They are almost small time doing one job a year 
mainly bank safety deposit boxes. They got their name by 
escaping through sewers, tunnels and anything underground and 
are a thorn in Bladecki’s side. Donato is driving a new black 
Porsche 997 cabriolet with the top down and the vanity plate 
Mole. He pulls out his cell phone and speed dials his 
girlfriend Adrienne-- 

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - INTERCUT

Establishing with a modern and very upscale Townhouse as we 
HEAR her cell phone ring. ADRIENNE HODGES, hottie, early 
thirties, smart, an Oxford grad and trust fund baby. She’s 
the number two member of the Mole Crew who loves the thrill 
of the heist. We will later learn she was well taught several 
years earlier by Randall Blake from the English Crew when 
they were sweethearts in college at Oxford. Being a trust 
fund baby we see she has all the luxuries her seemingly 
endless money can buy. Her townhouse looks as if it could be 
featured in any exclusive home magazine. She daintily sips a 
cup of tea in the living room as she walks by a wall 
displaying her diploma as she answers her phone--
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ADRIENNE
Hello.

DONATO
Hey babe. 

ADRIENNE
Where are you?

DONATO
Stuck in traffic. 

(looking at his Rolex)
Running a little late. 

ADRIENNE
No worries. What’s your ETA?

DONATO
Five minutes. Ten tops.

ADRIENNE
Good. 

(looking at her Rolex)
Pull up. Honk. The usual

DONATO
Ready?

ADRIENNE
Yeah. Stuff’s packed. See ya when 
ya get here.

(kisses into the phone)
Bye!

Donato ends the call with a smile, then speed dials the last 
and final member of the mole crew, JJ--

EXT. NEW YORK - INTERCUT

Establishing with JASON JONES aka JJ, a very colorful black 
man, very reggae, dreads, mid thirties, and a native from 
Jamaica. He is a simple man who came to New York looking for 
the better life he never found. He has a hard Jamaican accent 
and a pure heart. He walks down a sidewalk past a wall with 
heavy graffiti as we HEAR his cell phone ring. It’s Donato as 
he answers it--

JJ
(Jamaican accent)

Hello.
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DONATO
(smiling)

Jason Jones. J J. My man! 

JJ
(smiling)

Donato. My Italian brother.

DONATO 
Yeah. How’s it going...mon?

JJ
It’s all good in the hood cuz!

DONATO
Whoa! Been in New York too long! 
JJ. Listen. You up for a gig?

JJ
Yeah mon!

DONATO
Need a good tool man.

JJ
Just call me Tim.

DONATO
What?

JJ
Tim. The tool mon.

DONATO
(laughs)

Like I said. Been in New York too 
long man. 

(beat)
Alright. Talk to ya soon.

He ends the call--

JJ
(to himself, smiling)

Everything...Irie mon!

EXT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME

Establishing with an upscale neighborhood with a row of 
luxury townhouses lining the street. 
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Donato pulls his Porsche up to a beautiful concrete stairway 
leading up to a set of handcrafted beveled glass doors facing 
the street as we HEAR his horn honk twice, then once as 
always.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. LONDON - SAME

Establishing with the front of Randall’s apartment building 
as a pair of English cab’s pull up as we HEAR one cab’s horn 
honk twice, then the other honk once. The crew exits the flat 
with their luggage as the TWO CABBY’s help load it. Randall 
stands at the river staring at it for a long beat.

SAFFRON
(whistles)

Randall! Cabs here! 
(beat)

Come on!

Off Randall. 

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Eric and Vincent sit at their desks as GLORIA WILSON, 
librarian type, late thirties, Forensics expert and the 
departments Profiler enters. She has a secret crush on 
Vincent, but he knows it and works it for all he can.

GLORIA
(to Vincent)

You look smug. 

VINCENT
Only when I look at you...baby!

GLORIA
Get out a here! I could almost be 
your...mama.

VINCENT
And oh...what a mama you’d be. If I 
was bad...

GLORIA
(interrupting)

Get out a here. Shh...
(to Eric)

He needs a leash.
(setting down a file)

Got more on your Dentist. 
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VINCENT
Really?

ERIC
What a ya got?

GLORIA
Well. We know this guy only works 
when it’s raining. It doesn’t 
matter whether the victim’s male or 
female. Long as they’re good 
looking...they’re a target. And, we 
never find any DNA. Never!

ERIC
This is the twenty first century. 
How’s that possible?

GLORIA
Were not entirely sure. But, we do 
know he relies on the rain to wash 
some away. There’s never been a 
sexual assault, so no DNA that way. 
We found slight traces of bleach on 
some of the victims. What it 
doesn’t destroy, it distorts. 

ERIC
What about body hair? Skin? Tissue? 
Anything...

GLORIA
(interrupting)

That’s...what’s baffling us. We 
just don’t know.

ERIC
Sounds like we’re looking for the 
invisible man.

VINCENT
Not much to go on...

(in a seductive voice)
Gloria!

Eric gets up lifting the blinds enough to see light rain 
slapping the glass, then lowers them in disappointment. He 
reaches for his coat.

GLORIA
I know. We’re doing are best guy's. 
Really. We need more to work with.
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Vincent gets up disappointed.

GLORIA (CONT’D)
If I get anything more, I’ll let 
you know. I want you guy's to get 
this guy.

VINCENT
I want him worse than you. This 
guy’s a very bad man! He’s 
eliminating the upper echelon of 
the female dating pool. 

ERIC
Maybe even some of the competition. 
Might just even itself out.

GLORIA
You guy's are sick.

(V.O.)
I’m still available.

Vincent smiles as Gloria exits.

VINCENT (V.O.)
Don’t I know it.

(to Eric)
Where did you say we’re going?

ERIC
Didn’t. When you gonna quit teasing 
that girl? Ask her out already.

VINCENT
Look who’s asking when, mister 
eight year engagement.

ERIC
Nice. Come on. Got something I 
wanna check out. This mole crew 
thing. Got a feeling.

VINCENT
Oh...one of those!

ERIC
Grab your coat. It’s raining.

Vincent grabs his coat as they exit. 

Music Over: Melt (the catching of the butterfly) - Nefilim
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SLOWLY PUSH IN on the metal file rack and the file The 
Dentist as Vincent turns off the lights.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOUSE - SAME 

ANGLE ON a black Doctor’s bag in a dark room with a gold 
plaque riveted to the leather as a flash of lightning reveals 
it and the name Dr. Steven Paine D.D.S. REVERSE ANGLE to see 
STEVEN PAINE aka THE DENTIST from the back standing in front 
of a full length mirror in the dark bedroom. His whole body 
is shaved smooth as he postures naked, wrapped in plastic 
food wrap from his neck to his feet as he tears the roll from 
his leg. His face always remains a mystery like a faceless 
man and we never see it. We PAN OVER to the french doors off 
the bedroom and watch the rain fall for a beat. He walks over 
opening them, stepping outside as we see his breath in the 
cold air. He stands in the cold rain for a long beat, then 
reaches up as if to become one with it. We pan his body from 
head to toe as the rain washes the plastic wrap.

End Music Over

EXT. THE INTERSECTION - SAME

ANGLE ON a tire splashing through a water puddle as we PAN UP 
to an unmarked police car as Vincent and Eric pull up to the 
curb with Vincent driving-- 

ERIC
Stop! Stop! Right here! This is the 
place! I can feel it!

From their POV we see three banks on three of the four 
corners as rain softly hits the windshield between 
intermittent wiper swipes. Vincent turns to Eric with an 
inquisitive look--

VINCENT
Something special about this 
corner? These Banks maybe?

ERIC
Maybe. Lets just sit here a minute. 

ANGLE ON

the driver side front tire as we follow the rain from it into 
a small stream as several cars splash through it, trickling 
into the man hole cover in the center of the intersection. 
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INT. THE MAN HOLE - SAME

ANGLE ON the rain draining through the holes in the man hole 
cover coming at us. REVERSE ANGLE on Donato and Adrienne 
dressed in bright reflective raincoats with the NYC Water 
Department logos on them. They study a printed layout of the 
subway tunnels below standing on the ladder rungs. He points 
to a spot of concrete just under the man hole cover as rain 
comes down on them.

DONATO
We’ll hang the harnesses... 

(pointing)
here. Looks sturdy enough. 

(chipping at it)
Solid concrete.

Rain continues to drip through the cover as Adrienne looks up 
at it--

ADRIENNE
(with a seducing look)

I love the rain. Turns me on. I 
love it...when I’m wet. 

DONATO
(trying to stay focused)

Me too. But right now it’s business 
babe.

ADRIENNE
(rubbing his chest)

It’s suppose to rain on and off for 
a few days. Look...

ANGLE ON

Adrienne slowly pulling back her raincoat completely 
revealing her breasts.

DONATO
(giving into seduction)

Okay. Recess. That’s it! Can’t take 
it when the two of you just stare 
at me like that!

Music Over: Are you gonna go my way - Lenny Kravitz

Adrienne begins to kiss Donato passionately as we PAN UP to 
the man hole cover for a beat as the rain drains through. We 
see a condom wrapper falling to the tunnel below like a leaf 
in a gentle breeze in slow motion as we HEAR moans of 
pleasure. 
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We see the rain flowing through the cover and follow it down 
as it drips on Donato and Adrienne’s naked bodies erotically 
making love on the ladder rungs below. The cold rain chills 
them with every drop, but only adds to the erotica. We stay 
with them until Adrienne has an orgasm, then follow the 
ladder rungs down as we HEAR their final moans of pleasure 
echo. The rungs lead down to the subway tunnel below with 
multiple tracks as a train quickly blasts past moving a huge 
volume of air. A few pieces of debris swirl in the air 
landing on Donato’s body and in Adrienne’s hair with one last 
thrust. The air blast causes them to slip slightly on the 
ladder, but they quickly catch themselves and go into a long 
passionate kiss. PUSH IN tight on the man hole cover as the 
rain drains through it until we-- 

End Music Over--

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. THE INTERSECTION - SAME 

PUSH IN through the man hole cover up onto the street above 
as Vincent and Eric sit in their car as Eric tries to 
channel.

VINCENT
What a ya think?

ERIC
This is the place. Can’t tell you 
why. But this is the place. 

VINCENT
How do you do that?

ERIC
Just do it. Something you feel.

VINCENT
How? 

ERIC
Don’t know. But I think anybody can 
do it. You just have to channel. Go 
ahead. Try it.

VINCENT
I can’t do that.

ERIC
Come on. You seem to know how to 
read women. Try it!
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VINCENT
Okay.

(beat)
Hey! I think I’m getting something.

ERIC
What?

VINCENT
The feeling...two 
people...close...just had... 

(beat)
Sex?

ERIC
Your not being serious!

VINCENT
Yeah. I am.

ERIC
Why?

VINCENT
Just a feeling. Besides, on a day 
like today, what else is there to 
do?

ERIC
(disgusted)

That’s all you think about.

INT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - SAME

We see the used condom wrapper lying on the tracks below and 
stay with it until another train passes over it--

ADRIENNE
Mark the spot?

DONATO
(with a guitar lick, 
looking down at it)

Yeah. 

From their POV we PUSH IN on it between the tracks below as 
the train exits the frame.

BACK TO THE SCENE

as Vincent runs his finger around the steering wheel--
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VINCENT
So. What’s up with Maria? And 
this...eight year engagement?

ERIC
I don’t no. Just never got around 
to it I guess.

Vincent continues to run his finger around the wheel as Eric 
tries channeling lifting a pair of binoculars to his eyes 
focusing on the banks.

VINCENT
Is she not good in bed, or? 

ERIC
(angry looking at Vincent)

Do I ask you about your dates? Huh?

VINCENT
Yeah. Sometimes.

ERIC
It’s only to appease you. It’s the 
only way to shut you up. Sex is 
great. But I don’t base my life on 
it.

Eric looks through the binoculars again as Vincent continues 
to run his finger around the wheel--

VINCENT
Maybe you should take her out on a 
real date. Got four tickets to the 
London Philharmonic. The Met. Next 
Thursday?

(beat)

ERIC
Know what? 

VINCENT
What?

ERIC
You’d be a great Detective if you 
learn to ask the right questions, 
to the right people, at the right 
time. And know when to shut up and 
say nothing. Besides, the only way 
I’ll take you up on your offer, is 
if you belly up to the bar stud.
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VINCENT
What a ya talking about?

ERIC
You know what I’m talking about. 
Do the right thing. Ask Gloria out.

Vincent smiles and continues to run his finger around the 
wheel--

VINCENT
(changing the subject)

Driving this land yacht is nothing 
like a sports car.

ERIC
Yeah. Well, not everybody can 
afford one.

(beat)
Ask her!

VINCENT
Save your money, you can. I figure 
by the time I’m fifty, I’ll have 
enough saved to buy a Lamborghini.

ERIC
Yeah. But, you’ll be too old to get 
in or out of it. And think of 
Gloria? She’ll be a classic! 

VINCENT
I’d need lots of viagra, huh?

(beat)
What a we looking for? Which one 
you think they’ll hit?

ERIC
Don’t know. They all look good. We 
got...Bank of America. Bank One. 
And the Empire State Credit Union.

VINCENT
(interrupting)

That’s where I keep my money. 
They’re more friendly.
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ERIC
Not me. Bank of America. Always 
keep your money in a big bank. 

(beat)
If mine gets hit, I’ll be pissed! 
And hey, speaking of pissed, why’d 
ya remind Bladecki I hate mice and 
rats? Huh?

Vincent’s slightly embarrassed.

ERIC (CONT’D)
Wouldn’t do that to you stud!

VINCENT
Yeah. Well, I don’t hate mice and 
rats. I think there kind a cute 
actually.

ERIC
You would. 

(turning to Vincent)
Ask her!

We HEAR Eric’s cell phone ring as the caller ID says Maria as 
Eric gestures like she’s the last person he wants to talk to.

VINCENT
Must be the little woman. Huh?

Eric gives Vincent a look.

ERIC
(answering the phone)

Hello.
(beat)

Eric instantly has a vision flash quickly though his head of 
Maria dead with her eyes wide open as she’s being zipped up 
in a body bag. We see the horrified look on his face.

INT. APARTMENT - INTERCUT

Establishing with MARIA, mid thirties, insecure, but needs to 
run the show. She’s in the kitchen shoving a tray of 
meatballs into the oven.

MARIA
Eric?

(beat)

ERIC (V.O.)
Yeah. I’m...here.
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MARIA
You alright?

(beat)

ERIC
Yeah. I’m, I’m fine.

MARIA
Good. You sounded distant. Off in 
thought somewhere.

ERIC
Work. That’s all. Captains on my 
butt.

MARIA
What for this time?

ERIC
You know. Same old crap. Seems to 
roll down hill around here.

MARIA
Yeah. You think you could pick up 
some pasta from Angelo’s on the way 
home? And maybe some fresh basil?

ERIC (V.O.)
Yeah. Going that way anyway.

MARIA 
Good. Okay. Love you.

(hangs up)

ERIC
(call already ended)

Love you too...
(beat)

Bye.

VINCENT
Everything okay?

ERIC
Yeah.

Off Eric.

INT. HEATHRO AIRPORT, LONDON - SAME

Randall walks up to the ticket counter with Saffron at his 
side with William and Peter in tow--
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CLERK
(fake smile)

Can I help you sir?

RANDALL
Yes. Four tickets. Under the name 
Malcolm. Ian Malcolm.

CLERK
Sure mister Malcolm. May I see your 
passport please?

(beat)

RANDALL
Sure.

(reaching for it)
Got it right here.

(handing it to the Clerk)

CLERK
That’s a very nice picture of you 
mister Malcolm. Most passports look 
like Scotland yard snapped it...if 
you know what I mean?

(beat)

That statement sends chills through the crew for a brief 
moment as Randall turns with a reassuring look. Saffron 
doesn’t want to leave and her body language shows it as Peter 
and William look a bit paranoid.

CLERK
Enjoy your holiday in New York 
Mister Malcolm.

Randall puts the last piece of luggage on the conveyer as we 
follow it going through the chute turning into a black hole-- 

FADE TO BLACK:

EXT. THE INTERSECTION - SAME

We pick up from the near opening scene as we HEAR the 
repelling harnesses hardware clanking together under the man 
hole cover as we-- 

FADE IN:

PUSH IN through the man hole cover going beneath it as 
Adrienne stretches out two repelling harnesses and crotch 
safety harnesses handing one to Donato. They both climb into 
the crotch harnesses temporarily clipping on to the ladder as 
Donato loads a .22 Caliber nail gun. 
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Adrienne hands him some ear plugs as they both put them in. 
Donato fires the first shot as we HEAR it go deep into the 
concrete. Adrienne hands him a repelling harness that he 
attaches to the nail and tests it with a jerk as it holds--

DONATO
That’ll work.

Donato unsnaps his crotch harness from the ladder and snaps 
it to the repelling harness, then again positions the nail 
gun as we HEAR the second shot being fired. Adrienne reaches 
down and unsnaps her crotch harness from the ladder and snaps 
it to her repelling harness handing Donato the other end just 
as a train comes barreling through below. It startles her as 
she slips going into a free fall as Donato quickly clips her 
repelling harness to the untested nail-- 

ADRIENNE
(falling & screaming)

Donato! 

Adrienne ends up swinging from her harness just above the 
speeding train with her eyes closed clutching the repelling 
line with a death grip as debris swirls in the air all around 
her. After the train passes she slowly opens her eyes--

DONATO
Adrienne? You alright?

(beat)

ADRIENNE
(terrified)

Yeah. 
(beat)

Think I soiled my linens though.

Suddenly the nail holding Adrienne breaks loose slightly as 
she drops slightly.

ADRIENNE
(screams again)

Ah!

A small piece of concrete breaks free and falls hitting her 
on the head. 

ADRIENNE
Ow! Damn! What was that?

Donato sees the nail slowly backing out and coming loose.

DONATO
Nothing.
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He points the nail gun through the loop as we HEAR him fire 
another shot securing it--

ADRIENNE
(screams)

What was that? You scared the crap 
out a me!

DONATO
You gonna be able to do this?

(beat)

ADRIENNE
(unsure)

Yeah. Think so.

DONATO
Show me. 

Adrienne looks down at the tracks below with some doubt.

Music Over: Are you gonna go my way - Lenny Kravitz

She hoists herself back up and smiles for a beat, then kisses 
him. Donato begins to passionately kiss her on the neck as 
she looks down at the tracks below with some reservation. 

ANGLE ON

a condom wrapper falling to the tunnel below in slow motion. 

End Music Over

EXT. NEW YORK - DARK

Establishing with the Soho district. It has just stopped 
raining and everything is wet. SLOW PUSH into the alley where 
lies the dead body of a good looking young MAN. He was a 
model as his dead eyes stare straight up. WIDEN to include 
TWO Police OFFICERS and a Forensics INVESTIGATOR working the 
crime scene. We see the Investigator’s and Officer’s breath 
in the bitter night air. The mercury alley lights fight to 
light the crime scene as the yellow tape flutters in the 
breeze. The Forensics Investigator begins examining the body 
and gently opens the victim’s lips. We see all four front 
teeth are missing as blood oozes from his mouth--

FORENSICS INVESTIGATOR
(examining the body)

Oh no! Not again!

Police Officer #2 enters as Officer #1 is already working 
with the Forensics Investigator--
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POLICE OFFICER #2
What a we got?

POLICE OFFICER #1
Well. 

(pointing)
That’s the live in girlfriend.

Nearby we see a beautiful young WOMAN shivering in shock 
under a blanket looking at us for a beat, then down as a 
female OFFICER comforts her.

POLICE OFFICER #1 (CONT’D)
She found him. Says he works as a 
model. On his way to some big 
shoot. Working his way up she said. 
Cover of all the hot magazines.

POLICE OFFICER #2
Damn! He was a good looking young 
man. 

POLICE OFFICER #1
Bastard! Killed ‘em. Took his front 
teeth. Dentist strikes again!

POLICE OFFICER #2
(looking at the body)

Damn shame.

The girlfriend turns away in tears as they zip the body bag 
closed.

INT. VINCENT’S APARTMENT - SAME

Vincent lays in bed sleeping with a very hot young LADY 
barely covered. His cell phones rings on the night table next 
to his bed as he answers it half asleep--

VINCENT
(rubbing his eyes)

Hello.

ERIC (V.O.)
Wake up buddy boy.

VINCENT
(looking at the lady)

This better be important.

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - INTERCUT

Eric sits on the side of the bed with Maria asleep.
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ERIC
Wipe off your rocket and throw on 
some clothes buddy boy. Need to 
meet me downtown. 

(beat)
Got another body. 

VINCENT
Crap! Not again! The Dentist?

ERIC
Yeah.

VINCENT
Where?

ERIC
Soho.

VINCENT
I’m on my way.

Eric turns around staring at Maria for a beat, then sees his 
vision of her dead again and tries to shake it--

ERIC
(to himself)

Not good.

EXT. THE INTERSECTION - 4:38 AM 

ANGLE ON all three Banks from the rooftop of an office 
building sitting opposite them several floors above. PAN the 
Banks as there are a few scattered lights on in the 
buildings. In the f.g. we HEAR a rooftop door open as the 
Mole Crew enters dressed in solid black. Donato immediately 
drops to the roof trying not to be seen as does Adrienne 
followed by JJ. They slowly crawl toward the edge as Donato 
pulls out a pair of night vision binoculars and looks through 
them. Adrienne takes out a small led flashlight and pad and 
pen to take notes as Donato goes to work. From his POV we see 
four surveillance cameras on Bank of America--

DONATO
I count four at Bank of America.

From his POV we turn toward Empire State Credit Union and see 
two more--

DONATO
Two at the Credit Union. And...

From his POV we see three on Bank One--
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DONATO
And three more at Bank One. 

JJ
Shouldn’t be no problem mon. I’ll 
take ‘em all out at the same time. 

ADRIENNE
What about the street?

From Donato’s POV we see light traffic and a few people 
walking on the street as we SWISH PAN to the man hole cover 
in the center of the intersection--

DONATO
Looks good. 

ADRIENNE
Not a problem?

DONATO
Nope!

From his POV we focus on Bank One--

DONATO
Bank One. 

(beat)
Looks good.

Adrienne smiles turning toward JJ. From Donato’s POV we focus 
on the Empire State Credit Union--

DONATO
Empire State Credit Union.
Nope. Not a big enough score. 

JJ turns toward Adrienne with a smile. From Donato’s POV we 
focus on Bank of America--

DONATO
Bank of America. 

(beat)
Looks good. 

JJ and Adrienne smile bumping knuckles as Donato lowers the 
binoculars and turns toward them--

DONATO
(to Adrienne & JJ)

Did your home work. Which one? 
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JJ
Same risk. Same payday.

ADRIENNE
Flip a coin.

JJ
Don’t want no coins mon. 

(smiling)
Just C notes. And the like.

(his gold tooth gleams)

Everyone smiles.

DONATO
Should be a good payday for 
everyone. Alright. Lets rendezvous. 
The usual. There’s still a lot a 
work to be done. Details to be 
worked out.

Everyone smiles as they exit the roof, then we PAN AWAY 
toward the sky as we--  

DISSOLVE TO:

Music Over: New York, New York - Frank Sinatra

EXT. 747 JET - SUNRISE

Establishing with the sun beginning to come over the horizon 
above the clouds as the jet comes toward us, then passes as 
we see British Airways on its side.

INT. 747 JET - SAME

In the first class section Peter Bramford gently bobs his 
head wearing headphones smiling. He glances over at William 
seated next to him reading a book Master Poker Playing Guide 
sneaking a peak as he angrily jerks it away. Saffron sits in 
front of them reading a ladies magazine as Randall sits next 
to her. From Randall’s POV we see the Statue of Liberty as 
the morning sun glares off of her as we stay with it-- 

PILOT (V.O.)
This is your captain speaking. 
We’ll be landing at New York’s 
LaGuardia airport momentarily. The 
current temperature in New York is 
a cool thirty eight degrees. We 
hope you’ll enjoy your stay and 
thank you for flying British 
Airways.
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Off the English Crew.

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME                                          

Eric sits at his desk sipping coffee reading the newspaper as 
Vincent enters holding a parfait collapsing into his chair.

ERIC
What’s a matter stud? 

VINCENT
Tired. No sleep.

ERIC
They’re some nights you gotta leave 
those women where you found ‘em. 
And in the same position. Know what 
I mean?

VINCENT
This one...Oh! The Kirby lady!

ERIC
Don’t wanna hear it.

VINCENT
She used my new Kirby vacuum last 
night. And tried out some of the 
attachments...Oh dude!

ERIC
(interrupting)

She cleaned your apartment?

VINCENT
No! Used ‘em on me!

ERIC
Stop! Stop right there! That’s 
twisted! And to think Maria wanted 
me to borrow that from you to try.

VINCENT
Hey! You should! She might like it 
too!

ERIC
Enough! Don’t wanna hear anymore!

LOU
(entering)

Forensics come back with anything 
yet?
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ERIC
Not yet.

LOU
Damn! I tell ya. This is all I 
need. The Dentist is back screwing 
things up when I need all available 
manpower on the English crew. Now 
the mole crew will probably wanna 
come out and play. Just not my day!

Lou gestures in disgust and exits--

ERIC
Be careful what you ask for Lou?

LOU (O.C.)
Yeah! Yeah!

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME

Establishing with a bedroom that’s very contemporary as 
Adrienne blots her wet hair with a towel wearing a robe. She 
points the remote at the stereo as--

Music Over: Can’t get enough of your love, babe - Barry White

She smiles dropping it onto the bed and turns toward the 
bathroom as we HEAR the shower running, then stops as she 
smiles. Donato enters wearing a towel as they look at each 
other with heat and passion. 

ANGLE ON

Donato’s towel dropping to the floor from behind. 

ANGLE ON

Adrienne’s robe dropping to the floor from behind.

DISSOLVE TO:

In the reflection of the mirror they hold hands standing in 
front of the bed face to face with their eyes blindfolded. 
They begin to search for each others lips and after a moment 
they connect with hot passion. 

DISSOLVE TO:
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Nakedness from a HIGH SHOT down on the middle of the bed. 
They’re both face to face in fetal positions as the black 
silk sheets barely cover some private parts highlighting 
their skin.

DISSOLVE TO:

Donato taking Adrienne’s head into his arms and begins to 
deeply and passionately kiss her as everything melts 
together. 

DISSOLVE TO:

Their faces melting into one another as they continue to 
passionately kiss, then continue with more intense passion.

DISSOLVE TO:

Intercourse from a HIGH SHOT missionary style.

ANGLE ON

Adrienne’s blindfolded eyes.

DISSOLVE TO:

Her hand grabbing the sheet assimilating her multi-orgasmic 
climax. They remove the blindfold’s and kiss with their eyes 
closed. We PUSH IN on one of Adrienne’s eyes-- 

ANGLE ON 

Adrienne’s eye as it opens quickly.

End Music Over

PUSH IN

on her pupil until we--

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. PICCOLO ANGOLO RESTAURANT - NOON

We HEAR soft ambient noises of cutlery, glassware, silverware 
and soft snatches of conversation in the restaurant as we--

FADE IN:

ANGLE ON Adrienne’s eye as it flinches as we PULL AWAY 
slowly. From her POV Donato finishes a sip of coffee-- 
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DONATO
(to Adrienne in an echo)

What?
(beat)

ADRIENNE
(still coming too)

Oh, just...thinking of something. 
That’s all.

DONATO
That good. Huh?

ADRIENNE
(in a whisper)

Yeah!

We see JJ taking a sip of coffee with a smile. WIDEN to 
establish the interior of the Italian restaurant. The Mole 
Crew sits at a table as a WAITER walks over and begins 
refilling everyone’s coffee--

DONATO
(to the Waiter)

Thanks. 

The Waiter nods to Donato, then exits.

DONATO
(to JJ)

Your in charge of transportation. 
Tools. Can you handle it?

JJ
Yeah mon. Got it covered.

DONATO
I want a van. Water department. Not 
too new. Not too old. Something 
that won’t stick out. Make sure its 
got those orange rubber cones. And 
mesh fence to wrap around a man 
hole cover.

JJ
Okay mon. 
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DONATO 
Were gonna need some tools. Drills. 
Bits. Something that’ll punch 
safety deposit boxes. Quickly! 

(sliding him an envelope)
Expenses. Quality’s everything. 

JJ
(nodding in agreement)

Got ya.

DONATO
Need this done right.

JJ opens the envelope and pulls out one corner of the money. 
From his POV his fingers fan through about two thousands 
dollars in hundreds--

DONATO
Spend it all if you have to.

JJ
(smiling)

Got it handled mon.

DONATO
(to Adrienne)

That brings us to you. Get a subway 
schedule. I don’t need to tell you 
those trains are fast. And close. 
Timings everything. Need to do your 
homework on this.  

ADRIENNE
(unsure, looking away)

Okay.

DONATO
Hey! You gonna be okay with this? 
If not...I need to know now?

ADRIENNE
Yeah. I got it.

DONATO
Sure?

(beat)

ADRIENNE
Yeah.

DONATO
And don’t forget about Linda.
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ADRIENNE
(puzzled)

Linda?
(beat)

Oh...Linda!

DONATO
I believe you have a date? 

ADRIENNE
Tonight. Maybe?

DONATO
You okay with that?

ADRIENNE
Something new. Different. 

DONATO
Alright. You know the rest of the 
plan. Stick to it. No matter what! 
Any questions?

ADRIENNE
No.

DONATO
Sure? I want us all on the same 
sheet of music.

(looking at JJ)

 JJ
No mon.

DONATO
Alright. Lets do this.

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Establishing with Vincent intensely staring down at the phone 
on his desk with his feet up. WIDEN to include Eric watching--

ERIC
Call her. 

(beat)
Want me to dial it for ya?

VINCENT
No. I...will.

ERIC
When? 
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Vincent doesn’t respond.

ERIC
Sure?

VINCENT
Yeah.

We HEAR the phone ring. It’s Maria-- 

VINCENT
(answering it quickly)

DeLarossa. 
(beat)

Yeah. 
(beat)

He’s here. Hold on.

VINCENT
(heckling him)

It’s the little woman.

ERIC
(grabbing the phone)

Maria. Hey. I was just getting 
ready to call ya. 

(beat)
Vincent has tickets to the London 
Philharmonic...at the Met.

(beat)
No. He’s not taking one of his 
usual bimbos. 

(under his breath)
Like the Kirby lady.

VINCENT
(offended)

Hey!

ERIC (CONT’D)
Nope. Nope. Shes a nice girl. One 
of us.

(beat)
Gloria. Gloria Wilson. I told ya 
about her. She’s the departments 
Profiler. Vincent’s asking her out.

Gloria enters with a shocked look overhearing the 
conversation--

GLORIA
I have a news flash. I haven’t been 
asked! Nor have I said yes!
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Eric’s shocked turning around quickly as Vincent’s feet hit 
the floor immediately tongue tied not knowing what to say.

ERIC
(to Maria)

I’m gonna have to let you go 
sweetheart. Something’s come up.

Vincent’s embarrassed as Gloria glares at him--

GLORIA
Okay. I’ll make it easy on ya.

(beat)
Ask me. 

(gesturing)
Come on...

VINCENT
Okay.

(beat)
Wanna go out? 

GLORIA
On a date...or?

VINCENT
Yeah. To a concert.

GLORIA
(playing hard to get)

Oh...I don’t know. 
(beat)

Depends which one.

VINCENT
The London Philharmonic...

ERIC
At the Met!

VINCENT
At the Met!

GLORIA
(beat)

Sure.
(V.O.)

A date! Wahoo! 
(beat)

Glad that’s over! 

ERIC (V.O.)
Yeah! Me too! Shew...

Vincent has a petrified look on his face--
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VINCENT 
Yeah. Me three. 

(V.O.)
Damn. What just happened?

ERIC
(to Gloria)

Process any prints? DNA? Or find 
anything on our latest victim?

GLORIA
No. Same as the others. Got 
nothing...

(gesturing to Vincent)
accept a date.

(V.O.)
Yes!

VINCENT (V.O.)
What did I just do?

Gloria exits with a smile as Eric walks up to Vincent still 
embarrassed quickly laying a hand on his shoulder--

ERIC
(whispering in his ear)

That’ll teach you to jack with 
me...pal! 

Off Vincent.

EXT. LAGUARDIA AIRPORT - SAME

Outside the airport is a row of cab’s waiting for their next 
fare. Standing along side the first cab in line is MAX, from 
India, who speaks broken English and tries desperately to fit 
in. He is an overly friendly little guy that wears his shoes 
two sizes too big with his toes curled up on the ends. This 
is not only funny to look at, but they sometimes get caught 
under the pedals. He drives fast through the streets of the 
city and knows them well. It’s somehow fate that every time 
the English crew hails a cab Max is always there--

RANDALL
(hollers)

Taxi!

Max pulls up and gets out to help the English crew with their 
bags. From Williams POV we see Max’s shoes with his toes 
curled up as William curls his toes up, slapping Peter on the 
shoulder with a smile as they both laugh. 
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INT./EXT. TAXI - SAME

From Randall’s POV we see religious artifacts covering the 
dash and sun visor and HEAR Hindu music playing as he leans 
forward toward Max--

RANDALL
Take us to the Hilton. Quickly 
please.

Max turns with a smile--

MAX
Call me Max. It is my new American 
name.

(taking off quickly)
When I first came to America. I see  
man and his dog. I think. Dog must 
be relative. From other life.

Max slams on the brakes narrowly missing a car as the English 
Crew is getting paranoid as he remains calm--

MAX (CONT’D)
Because dog likes me. He licks my 
hand. I think...this, a sign. So I 
watch. 

(Max’s shoe is caught 
under the brake pedal)

Uh-oh... 

Max goes through a red light narrowly missing another car as 
we HEAR the other car honking its horn, skidding it’s tires. 

MAX (CONT’D)
It’s okay. I stop two times there 
next time.

The English Crew is petrified as he continues talking--

MAX (CONT’D)
The owner call him Max.

Max slows down nearing the Hotel, then stops--

MAX
So, I call me Max. To honor 
relative. Look!

EXT. HILTON HOTEL - SAME

Establishing with the Hilton as Max turns around smiling--
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MAX
We here! Was quick enough for you?

A petrified and spindled English Crew climbs out as a DOORMAN 
opens Saffron’s door offering her a hand. He is shocked at 
her build. He stares at her breasts as she gets out gazing at 
the wonder of the building and PEOPLE that make up the high 
society of guests, entering and exiting the lobby admiring 
their clothes. 

RANDALL
(paying Max)

Thank you.

MAX
(taking the money)

I’m welcome.
(handing him a business 
card)

Call me. Night. Morning. Day. I be 
right over. Fast!

RANDALL
That’ll be all. Thank you.

MAX
Have good day. Yes. Bye - bye now. 

Max exits.

EXT./INT. HILTON HOTEL - SAME

Randall walks up offering Saffron an arm as she gazes at the 
architecture of the building--

RANDALL
Can’t believe we finally made it. 

SAFFRON
This is beautiful. I’m so glad we 
came now darling.

Saffron sees a WOMEN dressed to the nines and gestures at her 
to Randal, then looks down at her clothes wondering if she’s 
classy enough to mingle with this crowd. Several Bel Hop’s, 
BOY’S ages twelve & thirteen who Vincent later goes 
undercover as, shuffle and carry GUESTS luggage. Inside the 
lobby is a trash can as Randall artfully tosses Max’s card 
into the air, then falls in--

RANDALL
Three points...as they say in 
America!
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Saffron continues to stare at a pretty WOMEN as she reaches 
over toward him with her hand open--

SAFFRON
(to Randall)

Give me some money.

RANDALL
What? We just got here?

SAFFRON
(lightly slapping him)

Exactly. Give me some! 

RANDALL
Oh...all right Love!

Randall reaches into his pocket giving Saffron a credit card 
as she gets a smile on her face glancing at the other WOMEN. 
They continue to walk across the lobby as William and Peter 
follow walking toward the registration desk as a frail, 
elderly Concierge, CHESTER admires Saffron. They near the 
desk as a distinguished looking desk MANAGER smiles--   

MANAGER
(in a distinguished tone)

May I help you?

RANDALL
Yes. Good day sir. Reservation for 
Malcolm. Ian Malcolm.

MANAGER
Very good sir.

Everyone is impressed by the grander of the lobby and GUESTS--

RANDALL
(to Saffron)

And you didn’t want to come.

The English Crew smiles as they board the elevator.

INT/EXT. UNMARKED PAROL CAR - MOMENTS LATER 

Vincent drives as Eric thinks nearing the Hilton--

ERIC
Hey! Pull over up here.
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VINCENT
Why? You think their going to check 
in under their real names? I’m 
tired. We’ve been all over the 
city.

ERIC
(angry)

Just pull over. 

Vincent pulls up to the curb as they exit--

VINCENT
What’s up?

ERIC
(walking into the lobby)

Watch and learn, young Sherlock. 

Vincent looks puzzled as they walk over to the Concierge’s 
desk as Chester looks up with a smile, then it goes south-- 

ERIC
What’s a matter Chester? Been a 
while. Thought you’d be happy to 
see me. You always did wear your 
heart on your sleeve.

Chester struggles to hear Eric maybe on purpose.

CHESTER
Now look! I don’t owe you nothing! 
I didn’t know those guy’s were 
pros! How was I suppose to know?

ERIC
Chet! Look! Hey! We can forget the 
whole thing...if you do me a favor?

CHESTER
(suspiciously)

What?

ERIC
I hear some high rollers from 
England might be in town looking 
for a little action. I want in. 
Just thought you might be able to 
help an ole buddy out. That’s all?

CHESTER
Got names?
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ERIC
Could be Peter and William. But I’m 
not sure. If they speak with an 
English accent...I want a call!

CHESTER
This ‘ill square us? You’ll quit 
busting my chops?

ERIC
Yep.

CHESTER
I’ll keep my ears open. 

ERIC
(winking)

Good man.

Eric and Vincent begin to walk away--

VINCENT
That old man couldn’t hear a 
freight train coming at him full 
speed with the horn blowing.

Eric and Vincent exit the building and get into their car.

VINCENT
What was that about anyway?

ERIC
Our friend Chester set me up in a 
poker game with a couple of good 
ole boys from Oklahoma. Said they 
were car salesmen. In town for a 
sales seminar. Seemed like hicks.

VINCENT
What happen?

ERIC
Took me for a couple grand.

EXT. BANK OF AMERICA - 6:00 PM

Establishing with LINDA KORBOWITZ, the Safety Deposit Manager 
for Bank of America, late thirties, built like Adrienne, 
exiting the bank looking down at her watch. PUSH IN on her 
left breast to see her photo ID/Security pass with her name 
Linda Korbowitz as she smiles quickly walking away. WIDEN to 
include Adrienne watching in the distance. 
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ANGLE ON

A Gucci watch that says 6:08 as we follow her arm back up to 
Adrienne’s face. From her POV we see Linda walking away as 
she snaps photos and begins following her.

Music Over: I kissed a girl - Katy Perry 

EXT. THE PINK PUSSY CAT - SAME 

Establishing as Linda walks up to a lesbian night club with a 
large dyke biker WOMAN Bouncer at the door. Linda enters as 
the Bouncer holds the door open for Adrienne as she stares 
inside pausing in shock for a beat. She’s got a job to do and 
finally sucks it up as--

BOUNCER
Window shopping Princess?

ADRIENNE
No. I’m...looking for someone.

BOUNCER
Ain’t we all.

Still shocked Adrienne enters as the Bouncer suspiciously 
eyes her. 

INT. THE PINK PUSSY CAT - SAME 

Adrienne sees Linda sitting at the bar and turns away in 
embarrassment spotting an empty booth walking over and 
sitting down. She continues watching Linda as a cute BARMAID 
enters--

BARMAID
What would you like to drink?

ADRIENNE
Em.

(beat)
Chivas.

BARMAID
You got it. If there’s anything you 
need...just let me know. Okay?

ADRIENNE
Sure.

The Barmaid exits as Adrienne continues watching Linda 
closely. As the Barmaid prepares the Chivas she notices 
Adrienne watching Linda. The Barmaid returns--
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BARMAID
(setting her drink down)

There ya go.

ADRIENNE
Thanks.

Adrienne turns away quickly looking toward Linda. The Barmaid 
watches her watch Linda--

BARMAID
I can introduce you. She’s a 
regular. 

ADRIENNE
(embarrassed)

Oh no! No! That’s...

BARMAID
(interrupting)

It’s no problem. Really! 

ADRIENNE
No. That’s...okay.

BARMAID
I just thought... 

(beat)
Okay, no problem.

The Barmaid is puzzled and walks away--

BARMAID
(to herself)

I gotta remember, some people just 
ain’t ready to buy. They just wanna 
smell the upholstery. And admire 
the paint job.

Adrienne continues watching Linda as the Barmaid observes her       
for a beat, then finally walks over to Linda-- 

BARMAID
(whispering)

Hey. I think you got a secret 
admirer.

(gesturing to Adrienne)
Think she’s shy though.

LINDA
Oh! Brittany! My blind date!
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Adrienne’s embarrassed looking down at her Chivas spinning 
her drink & napkin as Linda walks over with a smile--

LINDA
Hi. 

(sticking out her hand)
I’m Linda. I think we met. Well, 
sort off. On the internet right? 
You’re...Brittany? 

ADRIENNE
(embarrassed)

Ah. Yeah. 
(beat)

Hi. 

Linda’s blind date BRITTANY enters curiously walking past 
them giving Adrienne the eye. Adrienne watches Brittany walk 
up to the bar and sit down as the Barmaid walks up.

ADRIENNE
(sticking out her hand)

Brittany. Sorry. A little nervous. 

LINDA
You’re even prettier than you 
described.

(beat)
These places. 

(glancing around)
They’re all the same after a while.

ADRIENNE
Yeah.

(nervously taking a sip)
Know what ya mean.

LINDA
You wanna get out a here?

ADRIENNE
Yeah. Lets. 

(grabbing her purse)

Linda and Adrienne exit--

LINDA
So, have you eaten?

ADRIENNE
No. Actually. I haven’t. I’m a 
little hungry.
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Off Brittany.

Music Over fades to: Mellow dinner piano music as--

INT. RESTAURANT - MOMENTS LATER

Establishing with an upscale restaurant as a MAN dressed in a 
Tux plays piano.

MONTAGE:

Linda talks and talks (mute)(different angles) as--                              

Adrienne quickly downs a glass of wine as--                

Linda continues talking (mute) (quick swish pan) as--                      

Adrienne leans over in her seat with her eyes closed as--       

Linda smiles as--                                       

Adrienne straightens up and downs another glass of wine as--                  

Linda smiles into Adrienne’s eyes as--                    

Adrienne smiles back with glassy eyes and rosy cheeks. 

The WAITER enters as--

LINDA
Check please.

WAITER
Would you ladies care for any 
desert? 

Adrienne is clearly wasted and Linda is tipsy-- 

LINDA
No. No thanks. She’s drunk enough 
to take home now. If...you know 
what I mean?

WAITER
(handing her the check)

Yes. I see. Very good.

LINDA (CONT’D)
You can hail us a cab though.
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WAITER
Right away madam.

MOMENTS LATER:

Linda is noticeably tipsy as she helps Adrienne stagger 
toward the door.

EXT. RESTAURANT - SAME 

Linda helps Adrienne stand in the b.g.

WAITER
(hollering)

Taxi!

EXT. LINDA’S APARTMENT - MOMENTS LATER

Establishing with Linda’s apartment as Max’s cab pulls up. We 
see Adrienne start to get sick and opens the door, but 
doesn’t make it out as she vomits--  

ADRIENNE
Oh... No! Blah...

(throwing up)
Gawd!

MAX
No! No! Not all over floor. Now how 
can, what use to clean up?

LINDA
(to Adrienne)

It’s okay. I know the feeling. The 
last ride I took on the tilt a 
whirl...did the same thing. 

(to Max)
And you...

(focusing on his shoes)
need to get back to the circus. 
They’re missing a small clown. 

Linda struggles for a beat to get Adrienne out of the cab as 
we HEAR her singing an old lullaby. Max rolls his eyes and 
gestures in disgust, then climbs into the cab driving off-- 

MAX
Shew! I don’t know what just 
happened...but I think I need a 
drink.

Adrienne has almost passed out on Linda’s shoulder as they 
stagger like a pair of drunken sailors toward her door. 
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Linda pulls her keys out dropping them. She reaches down to 
pick them up as Adrienne almost falls to the ground. Linda 
carefully braces Adrienne up against the wall as she slowly 
begins to slide down. Linda finds her keys and catches 
Adrienne, then stares at her for a beat.

ANGLE ON

Adrienne looking so young and innocent as Linda wonders if 
she should violate her as she unlocks the door grabbing 
Adrienne--

Music Over: I kissed a girl - Katy Perry 

LINDA
Come on. Lets go baby. While your 
still conscious. It’ll be a night 
you’ll never forget. Promise.

ADRIENNE
I’m sure I...won’t...

LINDA
I’ve been waiting all night to do 
this...

(deeply french kisses her)

Adrienne’s eyes get big for a beat, then she goes with it as 
they enter the apartment as Linda close’s the door.

End Music Over

EXT. CAR WASH - SAME 

Establishing with a self serve car wash as we slowly PUSH IN 
on Max power washing the back seat area with a putrid look.

EXT. NEW YORK - MORNING

Establishing with the morning sun stretching across the 
Manhattan skyline as we PAN OVER to the Hilton Hotel.

INT./EXT. HILTON HOTEL - SAME

PUSH IN on the elevator doors as we HEAR them chime, stop and  
open. The English Crew exits and begins walking toward us and 
the front doors. Peter turns walking over to Chester as we 
follow the rest of the crew exiting. Outside the front doors 
on the exterior the crew waits as the DOORMAN hails a cab 
already waiting with Max at the wheel. We see the look of 
disappointment on the crews face as Max pulls up. Inside the 
lobby Peter smiles walking toward us and away from Chester as 
he suspiciously watches him leave picking up the phone 
calling Eric.
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EXT./INT. CAB 

Inside the cab with the back door open waits the crew with a 
noticeable look of disappointment on their faces. 

PETER
(inquisitive)

What’s the...

Saffron gestures toward Max as we HEAR Hindu music playing. 

PETER (CONT’D)
problem?

 Max enters the frame with a smile--

MAX
Good morning! Get in! Good to see 
again. My good friends. From 
England. A fine country.

Peter reluctantly gets into the cab.

MAX
Where to?

RANDALL
Bronx. For breakfast. 

MAX
You want me to wait outside the 
restaurant...

EVERYONE
(interrupting loudly)

No!

Off the cab.

INT. LINDA’S APARTMENT - SAME 

Establishing with the morning light shinning through a window 
as we HEAR a cockatiel singing in a large cage--

COCKATIEL
(whistles at Adrienne)

Pretty girl. Pretty girl.

Adrienne is waking up in a strange bed with a hang over and 
instantly grabs her head. She curiously gazes at her 
surroundings with one eye open staring at the bird with an 
exasperate look. She turns puzzled at her alien surroundings, 
then glances over at Linda laying in the bed next to her. 
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Surprised and in shock she grabs the covers tighter covering 
herself and begins remembering. From her POV Linda is in a 
deep sleep. Adrienne quietly slips out of bed trying not to 
wake her and walks over to a big pile of clothes on the floor 
and begins sorting hers from Linda’s, then begins getting 
dressed. As she dresses Linda’s open closet catches her eye. 
From her POV Linda soundly sleeps. Adrienne walks over to the 
closet and begins to look through Linda’s work outfits. She 
picks one out tossing it onto a nearby chair, then sees 
Linda’s work ID/Security pass laying on the night table. She 
picks it up slowly examining it. From her POV we see Linda 
still asleep. She looks back at the security pass and slips 
it into her pocket and picks up the work outfit, then quickly 
exits.

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - SAME 

Eric sits at the kitchen table with a coffee as he talks on 
his cell phone with Lou--

ERIC
Okay Lou. Great. Got it covered.

Eric ends the call as Maria enters half asleep holding her 
coffee cup and setting a plate down in front of him. From his 
POV with a fork he lifts an over cooked egg and glances at a 
piece of burnt bacon.

MARIA
Who was that? Lou?

ERIC
Yeah. 

MARIA
(sitting down)

Trouble?

ERIC
Nah. Cop stuff. You know. 

(looking at the food)
What’s this? Over cooked eggs and 
cinder fried bacon?

MARIA
Hey! The pan got too hot! So shoot 
me! Okay! 

(beat)
Gees! Somebody got up on the wrong 
side of the bed this morning. Huh?
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ERIC
Hey. Sorry. Em. Look...

(beat)
How about staying home today?

MARIA
No! Not again! 

ERIC
Maria!

MARIA
No! Ah..ah! No way! Every time you 
get one of those visions or 
whatever it is you get, nothing 
ever happens! At least not to me! 

ERIC
I’m never wrong Maria! Not on 
anything else! What if I’m right 
this time? Huh? There’s one bad man 
out there right now, okay! Look, I 
saw him. He had you.

MARIA
(getting up)

You’re never right about me!
(exiting)

ERIC 
(to himself)

Maybe we’re never right for each 
other!

(beat)

SLOW PUSH on Eric as he picks up the slice of bacon and sets 
it back down with a disappointed look as we HEAR his cell 
phone ring as Vincent calls.

Music Over: Super Freak - Rick James (Loud) 

INT. VINCENT'S APARTMENT - INTERCUT

Vincent has his cell phone to his ear pouring a health drink 
from a juice machine dressed in his athletic clothes and has 
been sweating from his morning run.

VINCENT
(moving to the music)

Up and at ‘em buddy boy. Life is 
good! What a you eating for 
breakfast? Or should I ask...what’s 
eating you? 
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ERIC
Very funny stud. What are you 
listening too? Some eighties funk?

VINCENT
You know what I like.

ERIC 
And what a ya slurping this 
morning?

VINCENT
Something that’s good for ya! You 
wouldn’t know about that. I’m just 
moving with the beat of life buddy 
boy! And it’s all good!

ERIC
Just got a call from Chet.

VINCENT
That’s what I was gonna ask ya 
about. What’s up with that guy? 
Looks like a pervert.

ERIC
They don’t call him Chester the 
molester for nothing. Two points of 
wisdom here. Keep your future 
children away and learn how to work 
with guy's like him.

VINCENT
That’s bad!

ERIC
I know, but we’re in. Talked to Lou 
too. Fill ya in downtown.

End Music Over

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME

Adrienne enters wearing a sexy piece of lingerie with a cup 
of coffee, sitting down on the bed, leaning over kissing a 
still sleeping Donato. He wakes up rubbing an eye--

ADRIENNE
Morning. What would you like to 
have with your breakfast? Coffee, 
tea, or...me? 
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DONATO
Right now...I’ll have the coffee. 

(taking the cup)

ADRIENNE
(look of relief)

I was hoping you’d say that.

DONATO
How’d it go last night? Rough?

ADRIENNE
No. Little strange though.

DONATO
Not just another day at the office, 
huh? Fill me in on all the sorted 
details girl!

ADRIENNE
No.

DONATO
You alright? Wanna talk about it?

ADRIENNE
No. I’m good. Got what we needed.

DONATO
Good girl. Sure?

Adrienne exits the room clearly disturbed by last nights 
events.

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT - SAME 

ANGLE ON a book Master Poker Playing Guide. WIDEN to include 
Eric reading it as Vincent sits at his desk watching--

VINCENT
Worried about it?

ERIC
Nope. No worries. Just brushing up. 
That’s all.

Lou enters slapping some papers down in front of Eric--

LOU
(taking the cigar out of 
his mouth)

Okay. Sign here.
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Vincent grabs his ash tray from his desk holding it, then 
holds it to the light.

ERIC
What’s this?

LOU
Release forms. For the five 
hundred.

ERIC
Five hundred! You serious? That’s 
not enough!

LOU
That’s all I can give ya. It’s all 
the petty cash we got on hand right 
now.

ERIC
Five hundred?

LOU
Hey! Take it or leave it? 

ERIC
(disappointed)

Where do I sign?

Lou reaches into his pocket and pulls out a shinny Rolex--

LOU
And I just got this.

(handing him the Rolex)
It might get you through a tight 
spot. It’s evidence. Need it back. 
Or the creep walks.

Vincent has been shining his ash tray, then blows into it 
trying to keep it away from Lou--

LOU (CONT’D)
(to Eric, referring to 
Vincent)

What’s he doing?

ERIC
I...don’t know?

LOU
Yeah? You want I should tell ya 
now? He’s going with you.
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ERIC
With me? As what?

LOU
Shoe shine boy? Lover? I don’t 
care. You figure it out. When you 
lose the five hundred, I want a 
witness. And you’s guy's better not 
lose the Rolex or...

ERIC
(interrupting him)

Yeah, I know... 

ERIC
Or the creep walks!

VINCENT
Or the creep walks!

LOU
(pointing at Vincent)

And you! You need to sign a 
statement to that effect.

VINCENT
Me?

LOU
Yeah you! And I don’t want no screw 
ups from either of ya’s...got it?

ERIC
Yeah.

VINCENT
Yeah.

LOU
Good! Then we have an 
understanding. The department would 
also be grateful if you’s guy's 
could see your way clear to get the 
departments money returned too. If 
you know what I mean.

Lou exits as Eric glances down at the five hundred dollars 
setting on his desk, then picks up the Rolex.

ERIC
This might get me into the game. 
But for how long?

VINCENT
We’ll think of something.

ERIC
You mean, I’ll think of something?
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VINCENT
Or...something...like that.

We HEAR the phone on Eric’s desk ring as Chester calls--

ERIC
(answering the phone)

Ready.

INT. HILTON HOTEL - INTERCUT

Establishing with Chester with the phone to his ear--

CHESTER
Eric?

ERIC
Yeah.

CHESTER
Postponed it. It’s tomorrow night 
instead. More players. Bigger 
money.

ERIC
Okay. Sounds good.

(beat)
Thanks.

(ending the call)

ERIC
Well, there’s some good news 
anyway. 

VINCENT
What?

ERIC
Postponed the game.

VINCENT
Nice. Gives us more time.

INT. HELICOPTER - SAME 

In a rented helicopter the English crew flies over the Bronx 
with Peter at the helm. From their POV we see the restaurant 
where they had breakfast--

WILLIAM
Look! Down there! That’s where we 
had breakfast.
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PETER
Yeah.

RANDALL
Okay. Slow down. We should be 
coming up to the intersection.

(beat)
There it is. Okay people. We’re 
looking for two things. A roof top 
to land on. And a good point of 
observation.

PETER
Bank one. Good. Bank of America. 
Both look good. I can land on 
either.

RANDALL
And that office building over there 
looks like a good observation 
point.

SAFFRON
And look. A roof top door.

Off the crew.

Music Over: Melt (the catching of the butterfly) - Nefilim

INT. THE DENTIST’S HOUSE - SAME

PUSH IN on a large LCD flat screen TV as the news is being 
broadcast--

ANCHORPERSON
And now for the weather.

The Dentist enters the frame from the left in the f.g. We see 
the back of his naked legs wrapped in clear plastic wrap now  
standing in front of the TV as we watch the weather through 
his legs--

WEATHERMAN
Expect more rain in the forecast 
for the next few days. It might 
even get cold enough for a brief 
freeze overnight this week.

As the Dentist watches he puts on his pants, then London Fog 
rain coat and fedora hat--
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DENTIST
(sinister laugh)

Yeah. Someone’s dead...
(laughs again)

Just don’t know it yet!

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

In the bedroom Eric sleeps with Maria. PUSH IN on Eric as he 
begins to toss and turn beginning to dream as it turns into a 
nightmare. He sees Maria with a beautiful smile, then 
suddenly out of the darkness, an arm reaches from behind 
around her neck. It’s the Dentist, but its not revealed to us 
yet as we see the shock on Maria’s face, then Eric’s-- 

ERIC
(asleep)

No! No! Don’t!

We see the Dentist revealed pulling out a long syringe 
holding it to Maria’s neck--

MARIA
No! Eric! Help!

ERIC
No!

(pulling his gun)
You Bastard! Get back!

The Dentist punches Maria’s head as she falls slightly 
unconscious into the Dentists other arm--

DENTIST
(holding the syringe)

You’re gonna let me have her. 
You’re gonna let me walk away. It’s 
in both our interests. See, you 
won’t have to marry her. And like a 
box of crackerjacks, I get to keep 
the prize inside.

ERIC
You’re sick. Know that? You need 
help.

(cocking his gun)

DENTIST
Put it down.

(pushing the needle harder 
against Maria’s neck)

I said, put it down! Now! 
(beat)
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Eric puts the gun down as the Dentist drags Maria into the 
shadows and disappears. Eric drops his head in disgrace, then 
quickly wakes up. 

End Music Over as--

He quickly throws the covers back at us, then stares at Maria 
for a beat realizing it was all a bad dream sitting silently 
on the side of the bed wiping the sleep from his eyes. He 
does a double take at Maria sleeping with a peaceful smile. 
He gets up and stumbles into the kitchen and checks the 
weather on his Blackberry as it says Rain as he angrily gets 
off the web calling Vincent.

INT. VINCENT'S APARTMENT - INTERCUT

ANGLE ON the Kirby vacuum cleaner. WIDEN to include the 
bedroom as we HEAR Vincent’s cell phone ring and see it glow 
in the dark bedroom as Vincent sleeps with the Kirby woman. 
He begins to fumble for it half asleep--

VINCENT
Hello.

ERIC (V.O.)
Yeah. It’s me.

VINCENT
What’s up partner? It’s a bit late 
to call. Don’t ya think?

ERIC
It’s raining. The Dentist is going 
to strike again. Tonight. 

VINCENT
What do you need me to do?

(beat)

ERIC
Not sure. 

(watching Maria sleep)
I hate this! I know it’s going to 
happen! But where?

(beat)

VINCENT
Partner? You alright?

ERIC
(exhaling hard)

Yeah. I’m okay.
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VINCENT
Good.

ERIC
I need to talk to you about 
something else too.

VINCENT
What?

(beat)

ERIC
Will you be my best man?

VINCENT
You really gonna do it this time?

ERIC
Yeah. 

(beat)
Think so.

VINCENT
Sure. You know I will.

ERIC
Thanks man. 

(ending the call)

Off Eric.

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME

Donato and Adrienne has just finished making love as she 
lights a cigarette as Donato drifts off in thought--

ADRIENNE
What’s wrong?

DONATO
Nothing. Just thinking. That’s all.

ADRIENNE
About what?

(beat)

DONATO
I’m thinking I’d like this to be 
are last job. One last big score. 

ADRIENNE
Yeah?
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DONATO
I’m tired babe. You can only push 
your luck so far. Know what I mean?

ADRIENNE
Yeah. Know where the word luck came 
from?

DONATO
No. Where?

ADRIENNE
Short...for Lucifer.

DONATO
Well, there you go.

ADRIENNE
We never needed to do any jobs. 
Trust fund. I’m rich. Remember? 

DONATO
Well, that’s you doll face. I’ve 
gotta work.

ADRIENNE
Me...I love the thrill. It’s like 
being on a ultra high or something. 
The adrenaline rush. You know?

DONATO
Well, this score should do it for 
me. Then, I’m out. Done. Fini!

(beat)

ADRIENNE
When I went to Oxford, there was 
this guy. Taught me everything I 
know. What to hit. When to hit. 
Said something else too. Always 
stuck with me.

DONATO
What’s that?

ADRIENNE
Never talk about your last job. 

(putting out her 
cigarette)

Bad karma.

Off Donato.
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Music Over: Melt (the catching of the butterfly) - Nefilim

EXT. NEW YORK - 2:00 AM

ANGLE ON the cold foggy darkness of an alley as the Dentist 
waits not yet revealed. REVERSE ANGLE as the street lights 
work hard casting an eerie sheen on the streets below as a 
young WOMAN stands on a deserted street near the alley 
waiting for a cab. She begins to sense danger and steps out 
in desperation to hail a passing cab, barely missing her as 
we HEAR the cab’s horn honk. From her POV it disappears into 
the foggy distance as we HEAR a ships fog horn, then an eerie 
silence. Suddenly she is spooked as we HEAR a noise in the 
alley behind her. She looks, but there’s nothing there. 
Across the street we HEAR another noise as she gets scared 
and starts digging through her purse for her phone. It spooks 
her when we HEAR it ring as the face lights up with Incoming 
Call. Standing near the alley she hurries to answer it, 
unaware the Dentist is hiding in the shadows as suddenly two 
black gloved hands grab her--

WOMAN
(screams)

The Dentist covers her mouth as she tries to scream, dropping 
her phone as the Dentist drags her, disappearing into the 
foggy darkness as a concert ticket falls out of his pocket.

Music Over fades to: Electra glide in blue - Apollo 440

We stay with the foggy darkness in the alley for a beat, then 
see the phone on the ground as we hear a MAN’s voice--

MAN (V.O.)
Hello? Stephanie? Hello?

PUSH IN on the ticket that fell out of the Dentist’s pocket 
laying in a water puddle near the phone as-- 

MAN (V.O.)
Stephanie? Hello? 

Ice forms quickly over the ticket and is now under a thin 
clear layer The Metropolitan Theater Seat 37 row H Dr. Steven 
Paine e-ticket Thursday March 19th as we--

DISSOLVE TO:

Daylight quickly as we PUSH IN on the ticket becoming more 
legible as suddenly a large foot steps onto the ice as we 
HEAR it shatter. WIDEN to include the Police OFFICER as he 
lifts his foot off the ice. The ticket is no longer visible 
below the fractured ice. 
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WIDEN to include the crime scene as the yellow tape blows in 
the breeze as several Police OFFICERS investigate. An Officer 
picks up the woman’s cell phone bagging it for evidence. We 
see the once beautiful young woman lying with her mouth and 
eyes open missing her front teeth with a bloodied lower face.

DISSOLVE TO:

Several hours passing quickly as the crime scene disappears 
before our eyes as everything is cleaned up. The ice melts 
and the wind begins to blow the ticket like a feather in the 
breeze. We stay with it until it disappears into a 
picturesque view over the water into the distance--

End Music Over

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

The same picturesque view as wallpaper on a computer. WIDEN 
to include Stella, Lou’s secretary logging on. WIDEN to 
include Eric and Vincent waiting for Lou with her in the 
outer office. 

VINCENT
(to Eric)

This guy is bold. If he’d kill her 
while she was on her cell phone...

Lou enters-- 

LOU
Stella. Get me a coffee.

STELLA
Yes sir.

LOU
(to Eric & Vincent)

You’s guy's. Come in. 
(entering his office)

Alright. Look. Here’s the deal.
The Dentist is getting to be a pain 
in the ass. I’ll tell ya, Bastard 
couldn’t have started his crap at a 
worse time. I got the FBI. Mayors 
office. Chief. Even the DA’s on my 
ass about this English crew. Got no 
time or resources for the Dentist!

Vincent raises his hand holding a pen.
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LOU
What?

VINCENT
Ah, am I hearing what I think I’m 
hearing?

LOU
Yeah DeLaroosa! You heard right! I 
been told by the higher ups to put 
all available manpower and 
resources on the English crew. 
Everybody downtown wants us to look 
good. Show up the Fed’s.

ERIC
What are ya saying here Lou? We 
should just let the Dentist go?

VINCENT
Sounds crazy.

LOU
Prioritize Eric! That’s all I’m 
saying. 

(beat)
Where we at on the game?

ERIC
They pushed it back. Tomorrow 
night. 

LOU
Good. Buys us more time.

VINCENT
Look Lou...

LOU
Lou? What happened to Captain? You 
ain’t been around here long enough 
to call me Lou yet. Got it?

VINCENT
Sorry.

LOU
Apology accepted. Now? What?

VINCENT
Captain. With all due respect sir. 
We’re gonna need more than five 
hundred and a Rolex.
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LOU
What? You want I should print you 
some?

(beat)
Look. No promises. I’ll see what I 
can do.

Off Eric and Vincent.

EXT. NEW YORK - SAME 

Establishing with the Brooklyn Bridge, The Lincoln Center, 
The Chrysler Building, The Empire State Building, then the 
Metropolitan Theater as light snow falls. Outside are red 
carpets lined with brass stations and red velvet hand 
railings. There is a crowd of PEOPLE waiting in line as we 
see the Dentist in line from behind patiently gripping the 
railing. From his POV we see the sign e-tickets. From the 
back we see him step over into it as he reaches into his 
pocket for his ticket and can’t find it. He begins to get 
frustrated as he desperately feels around the inside of his 
pocket, then desperately tries the other, but its not there. 
He pats himself down, then suddenly stops realizing he 
doesn’t have it. We PUSH IN on him slowly as he realizes he 
may have lost it at the crime scene as he clinches his fists 
in rage. At the curb Vincent and Gloria exit a cab as Gloria 
stares at the Met in amazement as a second cab pulls up 
behind them. Eric exits, then reaches for Maria as she exits 
gazing in amazement-- 

MARIA
This is going to be so cool. I 
can’t wait. I never been to 
anything like this before.

GLORIA
(taking Vincent’s arm)

Me either. I’m gonna enjoy this.

VINCENT
(quietly to Eric)

Should get her out of the house 
more often. Huh?

The Dentist has stepped over into the Customer Service line 
as Maria & Eric, then Gloria & Vincent pass him arm in arm. 

ANGLE ON

a front tire as it locks and briefly slides on the wet patchy 
snow covered pavement. 
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WIDEN to include the cab with Max at the wheel pulling up to 
the curb, then bouncing off of it before coming to a stop as 
we HEAR snatches of PEOPLE scream and jump out of the way. We 
see Randall & Saffron are frustrated with Max as they exit 
the cab. 

RANDALL
(to Max, paying him)

Where did you get your drivers 
license? Some course online?

MAX
No. I don’t know to yahoo.

RANDALL
(slamming the door)

Probably a good thing! Good day 
sir!

(to Saffron)
Can’t believe we made it. In one 
piece! There should be laws against 
spindling and mutation by cab 
drivers...I...

(looking at Saffron)

SAFFRON
(admiring the Met)

Oh Randall. Look. Look at this 
place.

RANDALL
Yes Love. Lets get in line.

Randall & Saffron work their way forward in line as we PAN 
AWAY to the curb as another cab arrives with Donato & 
Adrienne. Donato exits and reaches for Adrienne’s arm--

ADRIENNE
(exiting the cab)

Thanks.

DONATO
You’re welcome my princess. Always 
a pleasure.

(gesturing)
Right this way ma’dam.

ADRIENNE
(giggling slightly)

Okay my prince.

Donato & Adrienne step into the same line as Randall & 
Saffron with TWO COUPLES between them. From Adrienne’s POV 
Randall turns and begins talking with Saffron (mimed). 
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Adrienne catches a brief glimpse of him and thinks she might 
recognize him, but shes not sure. Donato senses Adrienne’s 
concern--

DONATO
Everything alright?

ADRIENNE
Yeah.

(smiling)
Just thought I saw someone I used 
to know. That’s all.

DONATO
Really? Was it them?

ADRIENNE
Not sure. 

(trying to see Randall)
No. Don’t think so.

INT. NEW YORK METROPOLITAN THEATER

Eric & Maria and Vincent & Gloria have settled into their 
seats. WIDEN to include the CROWD as the house lights go down 
and the curtain opens on the MAESTRO as he bows toward us, 
then the London Philharmonic Orchestra as we HEAR the crowd’s 
applause.

Music Over: Mozart’s Piano Concerto #21 in G

ANGLE ON 

the black gloved hand of the Dentist as he begins to drum his 
fingers to the music on the brass railing from the balcony 
above. From below Vincent asks to be excused and walks toward 
the men’s room. We see the Dentist watching him closely, then 
turns slowly to follow him. 

DENTIST
(to himself)

Another new patient.

INT. MENS ROOM

Vincent walks over to the urinal and passes a good looking 
young MAN standing at the mirror in pain looking at an 
inflamed wisdom tooth as he touches it--

MAN
(in pain)

Ow...
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Donato stands briefly at the next urinal beside Vincent, then 
turns toward us zipping up walking toward the sinks. The 
Dentist enters and watches the man in the mirror for a beat 
as Donato walks over next to the man and washes his hands, 
then drys them and exits. The Dentist continues to watch the 
man at the mirror as he washes his hands, then dries them-- 

DENTIST
Let me have a look. I’m a Dentist. 

Vincent stands at the urinal and turns curiously towards the 
man and the Dentist.

MAN
Really? It’s killing me!

DENTIST
I can help you with that. Got 
something that’ll fix you right up.

Vincent steps over toward the sink and washes his hands, then 
steps past them with a suspicious glance, then exits.

ANGLE ON

the Maestro”s hands conducting the orchestra, then the 
VIOLINIST'S hand’s artfully playing their strings, then the 
FLUTIST’S fingers as Vincent enters taking his seat. From his 
POV we PAN the crowd enjoying the music.

VINCENT
What if everyone we’re looking for 
was right here in this room? 

ERIC
Statistically? That’s impossible. 
Do you how many people live in New 
York? There’s only a very small 
fraction of that here.

GLORIA
That’s not entirely true. From a 
profile point of view, everyone 
we’re looking for could in fact be 
in this room. This is a cultural 
event. Fits the profile of the 
English crew, the mole crew, and 
most certainly...the Dentist.

ERIC
She’s right.

(to Vincent)
Keep your eyes open.
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VINCENT
(remembering the restroom)

Actually, I...

From Vincent’s POV everyone settles back into their seats 
enjoying the concert as he gestures “oh well.”

LATER:

Music Over: Variation on a theme from Paganini-Rachmaninoff

Everyone is settled back in their seats as Eric’s phone 
begins to ring. PUSH IN on it as the face lights up with 
Bladecki as Eric makes his way toward the lobby answering it--

ERIC
Yeah Lou. What’s up?

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - INTERCUT 

LOU
You and DeLarossa wouldn’t by 
chance still be at the concert? 
Would ya?

ERIC
Yeah. Why? 

LOU
Good. Then ya’s ’ill be the first 
ones on the scene.

ERIC
Scene? What scene?

LOU
Murder scene. Are pain in the ass 
Dentist strikes again. Bastard.

ERIC
Where?

LOU
Behind the Met.

ERIC
What do you need me to do?

LOU
You and DeLarossa secure the area.  
Don’t touch nothing and don’t let 
anybody in. Cavalry’s on the way.
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Music Over: Electra glide in blue - Apollo 440 

EXT. NEW YORK METROPOLITAN THEATER

Establishing with Eric & Maria shivering slightly. PAN OVER 
to Vincent & Gloria standing next to them. WIDEN to include 
Police OFFICERS and Forensics INVESTIGATOR’s working the 
crime scene. Vincent & Gloria and Eric & Maria watch as we 
PUSH IN on Maria as she’s clearly disturbed. This is too 
surreal for her as Eric takes notice. 

ERIC
(to Vincent & Gloria)

Hey guy's. Were gonna go. They got 
it under control now so...

VINCENT
Okay.

ERIC
(to Vincent)

Hey stud, thanks for the night out.

MARIA
Great concert.

ERIC
Fill me in, in the morning.

VINCENT
No worries.

GLORIA
See you at the office in the 
morning.

INT. TAXI - SAME 

Eric stares at Maria staring out the window clearly 
disturbed.

ERIC
You alright?

(beat)

MARIA
Not sure. This seems...too bizarre. 
I never seen a dead body before! I 
don’t know if I can deal with this 
Eric! How do you deal with that? 
Everyday?

(beat)
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ERIC
Look! 

(beat)
I know you’re upset, okay. It’s 
just my job Maria.

MARIA
Yeah? I’m not so sure I like it. 
This is just too weird.

ERIC
This is what I do Maria. Been doing 
it for sixteen years.

MARIA
I know. I thought I could handle 
it. But after seeing that...

(beat)
I’m not so sure!

Off Eric and Maria.

End Music Over

INT. HILTON HOTEL - LATER

Saffron is wearing a revealing piece of lingerie as she reads 
her Cosmo in bed as RANDALL enters from the bathroom wearing 
a plush Hotel robe. 

SAFFRON
(rubbing his robe)

Had a wonderful time tonight. 
Thanks for taking me. For a moment 
I thought I was back in London. 
Although, I’m beginning to get 
pretty fond of New York. 

RANDALL
Good Love. I’m glad. After this 
next job, perhaps I’ll build you a 
big house in the country. I can see 
it now. Mister Blandings builds his 
dream house.

SAFFRON
You’re stressed darling. I can 
tell.

(seductively)
Come here. Come see mama. I’ll make 
every little thing all better.

(grabbing his crotch)
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RANDALL
Oh! Love!

(smiling)

Randall climbs into bed and passionately kisses Saffron as he 
reaches for the light turning it off.

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - MORNING 

In a staff meeting room Gloria, Vincent, and Eric sit as Lou 
enters--

LOU
Alright. Who saw what? Exactly?

VINCENT
I was in the mens room and I think 
I saw the Dentist talking to our 
victim. 

LOU
Really? What can you tell me about 
him?

VINCENT
Not much. About five ten. Average 
build. Wore a long London Fog 
raincoat. Fedora hat. Never saw his 
face though.

LOU
(to everyone)

Any objections to you’s guy’s 
working a little overtime? 

Everyone gestures it’s okay.

LOU
Good. I’ll petition the Chief for 
the funds. Don’t know if it’ll do 
any good, but I want this pain in 
the ass Bastard off the street!

ERIC
(raises his hand)

LOU
What?

ERIC
Any advice on tonight’s gig?
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LOU
Yeah! Be careful! I needn’t remind 
you’s guy’s the English crew 
already killed an Interpol agent. 
An NYPD detective wouldn’t matter 
much. Capisci?

VINCENT
What about funds? Any word?

LOU
Yeah. Improvise! Got any other 
questions?

Everyone gestures “No.”

LOU
Good. Then were done here.

Lou exits as Gloria walks over to Vincent.

GLORIA
(softly to Vincent)

I had a really nice time last 
night. Thanks for the date. Hope we 
can do it again sometime.

(V.O.)
Real soon!

VINCENT
Thanks. I did too.  

(V.O.)
Hum? Gloria? Or the Kirby lady?

Gloria exits.

ERIC
(to Vincent)

What’s up with that?

VINCENT
I don’t know. Rethinking my 
options. Don’t like commitment I 
guess. 

ERIC
I’d be your worst critic on that. 
Come on. Got an idea.

VINCENT
About what?
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ERIC
How to improvise.

Eric and Vincent exit.

INT. EVIDENCE ROOM - SAME 

Establishing with a caged evidence room as Eric and Vincent 
enter walking up to an empty counter.

ERIC
Dombrowski busted this guy the 
other day holding a hundred K in 
bad paper.

VINCENT
Can we get it?

ERIC
Yeah. Don’t even need the Captain’s 
approval. Just sign for it.

VINCENT
Really?

ERIC
Yeah. It’s not real. It’s...

VINCENT
(smiling with a nod)

Evidence!

ERIC
(smiling with a nod)

Evidence!

ERIC
Now you’re catching on! Oh, 
speaking of catch...

VINCENT
What?

ERIC
Can’t lose any of it.

VINCENT
What if...

ERIC
(covering Vincent’s mouth)

Shh. Don’t go there! You can be so 
negative sometimes.

A Police OFFICER walks up to the caged window chewing gum 
noticing Eric’s hand over Vincent’s mouth-- 
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POLICE OFFICER
What?

(beat)
You girls got a secret or 
something?

ERIC
No. 

(uncovering his mouth)
Let me see that evidence Dombrowski 
brought in the other day.

POLICE OFFICER
Oh yeah. That counterfeit stuff?

ERIC
Yeah. How’s it look?

POLICE OFFICER
Good. Almost perfect.

ERIC
Almost?

POLICE OFFICER
Hey, I’d use it!

VINCENT
Really?

ERIC
Get it!

The Police Officer exits.

VINCENT
A hundred K! That’ll keep you in 
the game a while. Huh? 

ERIC
Should.

The Police Officer enters--

POLICE OFFICER
Just don’t look too closely at, in 
god we trust.

Eric picks up a stack fanning it as he and Vincent smile.

ERIC
Looks good enough!
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VINCENT
(marking a bill)

Right kind of paper too.

ERIC
(to the Officer)

Where do I sign?

POLICE OFFICER
(handing him a clip board)

Here.

ERIC
(to Vincent)

I believe were in the game partner.
(signing the clipboard)

Come on. I need a drink.

EXT. PUB - LATER 

Establishing with an old corner blue collar pub. 

INT. PUB - SAME

Establishing with and old BARTENDER entering walking toward 
us and the table as Eric and Vincent sit opposite each other. 

BARTENDER
What can I get you’s guy’s?

VINCENT
Glass of water. Slice of lemon.

ERIC
Glass of water too.

(Bartender rolls his eyes)
And...Bourbon and water on the 
rocks.

BARTENDER
(wiping his hands)

You got it.
(exiting)

VINCENT
You know, you gotta start eating 
and drinking healthier. Your life 
style is gonna kill you! 

The Bartender enters with their drinks as Vincent pulls out a 
packet of powdered vitamins pouring it into his water. 
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VINCENT
Want some of this? 

(stirring)
It’s energy. It’s good for ya! 

ERIC
Yeah. I’ll try some. Could use a 
boost.

ANGLE ON

his water glass and drink as he thinks about dumping it into 
his water, then dumps it into his Bourbon and stirs it as 
Vincent gestures in disgust.

ERIC
(taking a sip)

Not bad!

VINCENT
Dude! That’s so wrong!

ERIC
(chuckles)

So this is suppose to be good for 
me huh? Maybe I’ll order another?

(beat)

VINCENT
Okay? What’s up?

ERIC
What a ya mean?

VINCENT
With you? What’s going on? 

(beat)

ERIC
Ah. A little trouble at home. 
That’s all.

(beat)

VINCENT
Well?

ERIC
Maria. She freaked about last 
night. Wasn’t a pretty sight. 
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VINCENT
That’s why I stay single buddy boy. 
Most women can’t handle it. Oh, 
they like the security being 
married to a cop. But can’t handle 
the reality that goes with it.

ERIC
She’s been exposed to it for eight 
years. Don’t know why all of a 
sudden there’s a problem?

Vincent turns as a hot WOMAN walks past giving them the eye.

ERIC
Better call her.

VINCENT
(still watching the woman)

Hello! How - are - you?

Vincent gets up following the woman as Eric walks over to the 
mens room.

INT. MENS ROOM - SAME 

Eric stands at the urinal with his phone to his ear. In a 
nearby stall is an old drunken MAN sitting on the toilet.

ERIC
Come on baby. Answer me.

(looking at his phone)
I know you’re there!

The drunken man thinks Eric is talking to him and gets 
concerned. 

ERIC
Come on baby. Don’t act that. I 
know you’re there.

The drunken man looks very concerned.

ERIC
Oh! Come on baby!

Off the drunken old man as we HEAR Maria’s phone vibrate--

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - INTERCUT 

Maria sits in bed with her arms wrapped around her legs with 
a disturbed look watching her cell phone light up with Eric 
on the face as we HEAR it vibrate.
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ERIC
Damn! That’s it!

(ending the call)
Somebody’s gonna get a spanking!

The man in the stall pulls out a long sheet of toilet paper, 
then doubles, then triples it up and prepares to strangle 
Eric with it. Eric exits as the man cautiously enters from 
the stall to an empty mens room with the toilet paper.

INT. HILTON HOTEL - LATER

Establishing with the lobby as we see two young BEL HOP’S 
carrying luggage as Eric and Vincent enter.

VINCENT
How are ya feeling?

ERIC
Pleasantly tired.

VINCENT
Alcohol and vitamins don’t mix.

ERIC
Yeah? Thank god I’m not driving.

Chester stands at his Concierge desk, then suspiciously looks 
from side to side, then gestures to Eric for them to come 
over, then inconspicuously slides a room key under his palm 
across the desk to Eric.

CHESTER
Room nine twenty four. Your name is 
Michaels. John Michaels. You’re a 
businessman from Chicago. Knock 
twice. Then once. 

ERIC
I owe ya one.

CHESTER
You owe me more than one.

ERIC
I’ll see what I can do.

(walking away)

VINCENT
What am I suppose to be?
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ERIC
Don’t know. I’ll think of 
something.

From his POV we see the young Bel Hop’s in the lobby as Eric 
watches them closely as Vincent begins to get worried--

VINCENT
Dude! No! Ah ah! This is so wrong!

ERIC
Chet. Need another favor.

ANGLE ON

Vincent looking worried. WIDEN to include his bel hop uniform 
with slightly short pants and slightly small shirt as Eric 
puts on his tasseled hat with a chin strap. He looks as good 
as the other boys, but just with slightly smaller clothes.

VINCENT
I’m not thirteen!

ERIC
You don’t look a day older.

VINCENT
Thanks.

ERIC
All set? Got your ipod?

VINCENT
Yeah. I owe ya for this one.

ERIC
Alright stud. Lets do this.

INT. HALLWAY - ROOM 924

Eric puts on a nice jacket and nervously adjusts it, then 
reaches into both pockets pulling out two large stacks of 
money, then stuffs them back in. Eric inhales deeply, then 
exhales, then we HEAR him knock twice, then once. The door 
opens slightly as Randall peaks through the crack.

RANDALL
(intense look)

Name?

ERIC
Michaels. John Michaels.
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RANDALL
(cracking a smile)

Come in. We’ve been expecting you.

Eric smiles opening the door slightly. From his POV we see 
William with his signature bottle of Dewars scotch in front 
of him as he lays down a pair of queens winning the hand--

WILLIAM
I’m on a roll!

Everyone suspiciously turns watching Eric enter.

RANDALL
Mister Michaels is it?

ERIC
Yes. John Michaels.

RANDALL
And where are you from mister 
Michaels.

ERIC
Chicago. 

RANDALL
Vacation...or?

ERIC
No. Here on business.

RANDALL
Ah business. Chicago. The windy 
city. I was there on business once. 
Ate at Maloni’s on Michigan avenue. 
Do you know it?

ERIC
No.

RANDALL
Really? 

(beat)

PETER
I’d like to see some credentials 
mister Michaels.

(beat)
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ERIC
Sure.

(showing them the money)
How about ten thousand of my 
closest friends. They’ll vouch for 
me.

(beat)

William is surprised turning to Peter staring intensely at 
Eric for a beat as a bill falls to the floor as no one 
notices.

RANDALL
Let me see your friends.

ERIC
Sure. Here...

(tossing him a stack)

RANDALL
(examining it)

I like your friends. Do you have 
more?

ERIC
Plenty.

WILLIAM
Good.

RANDALL
Close by?

ERIC
If I’m in trouble, they’ll come 
running. 

PETER
Even better. I like your style 
mister Michaels. And your friends 
too. They’re our kind of people.

ERIC
I like ‘em real well myself. 
Perhaps they’ll meet new ones. And 
we’ll all go home happy.

(everyone laughs)
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WILLIAM
Perhaps. Or perhaps not. Maybe some 
will stay here with me.

(taking a drink)
I’m on a roll.

RANDALL
I didn’t properly introduce myself. 

(sticking out his hand)
Ian Malcom. The host of this  
little soiree.

ERIC
(shaking Randall’s hand)

Ian. Good to meet you.

PETER
(gesturing)

Pull up a chair...
(suspiciously)

Mister Michaels.

ERIC
(picking up his money)

Thank you.

As Eric pulls out a chair we HEAR a knock at the door--

PETER
(suspiciously)

Gangs all here. Anyone expecting 
anyone else?

INT. HALLWAY - INTERCUT

PAN Vincent from the feet up standing at the door nervously 
dressed as a bel hop with an ipod that doubles as a monitor 
for a bug already planted in the room. He has a push food 
cart with Eric’s drink on it and a nine millimeter pistol 
taped underneath.

PETER
(pulling out his gun)

Outside Vincent adjusts his ipod hearing Eric--

ERIC (O.S.)
Whoa! Whoa! Whoa! Maybe it’s room 
service. I ordered a drink.

William puts his gun away as everyone stares at the door. 
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RANDALL
Who is it?

Vincent exhales with a sigh of relief and reaches down 
turning on his ipod cranking the volume--

Music Over: Wild wild life - Talking Heads

He knocks on the door twice with the drum beat, then once. In 
a quick edit we repeat it--

VINCENT
Room service! For mister Michaels!

RANDALL
Very good. Come in young man.

Vincent enters bobbing his head lip syncing the lyrics and 
does a quick triple step, then spin pushing the cart as 
underneath the gun drops slightly as the tape starts to let 
go.

LYRICS
I’m wearing ah... 

(rubbing his body)

LYRICS
For the charmers. Alright ah...

LYRICS
(patting the gun)

Hot potato...

Everyone smiles as Vincent enters dancing around the room as 
the tape loosens more.

LYRICS
This tickling, are fancy...

(gestures)
Speak up. I can’t hear you. Here on 
this mountain top...

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. HILTON HOTEL - SAME 

Establishing with the height of the building from the outside 
looking in through the windows we see the card game going. 

LYRICS
I got some wild, wild, life!

SLOW PUSH through the window as Peter deals.
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LYRICS
I got some news to tell oh, about 
some wild, wild, life. 

VINCENT
(loudly)

Is there a mister Michaels here?

ERIC
That’s me. I’ll take it.

VINCENT
Oh. Very good sir.

ERIC
(handing him a twenty)

Keep it.

VINCENT
Thank you mister uh...

(looking at the tab)
Michaels.

Under the cart the pistol begins to fall as the tape has 
almost let go. Vincent continues dancing slightly, then exits 
the room closing the door just as the pistol hits the floor 
in the hallway. He quickly picks it up looking to see if 
anyone saw it. From his POV the hallway is clear as he 
exhales heavily with a sigh of relief adjusting his ipod back 
to the bug as--

Music Over: Transitions back to the room bug--

WILLIAM (O.S.)
Alright. Who wants in?

Resume Music Over

William begins dealing the cards as we PAN AWAY to a relieved 
Eric as he throws some money into the pot.

LYRICS
Check out mister business man, whoa 
oh, he bought some wild, wild, 
life!

INT. HALLWAY - SAME 

Vincent walks down to the next room as we HEAR him cautiously 
knock on the door.

End Music Over
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INT. ROOM 926 - SAME

Establishing with a surveillance room with monitors set up 
watching every move from Eric’s POV as Vincent enters. 

BACK TO THE SCENE

As Eric pulls his cards closely to his chest and slyly 
adjusts a micro camera on his lapel without notice. 

PETER
(to Eric)

So. You like poker. What kind 
should we play?

ERIC
Texas hold ‘em?

RANDALL
Fascinating.

PETER
Spoken like a true American. I’ve 
been hearing a lot about this Texas 
hold ‘em. Never played though. 

ERIC
It’s easy. Don’t think anyone here 
is from Texas though?

EVERYONE
(laughs)

Off Randall. 

INT. ROOM 926 - SAME 

We HEAR Lou knock on the door as Vincent opens it--

LOU
Awe. Don’t you look cute. I’d take 
you home to mama, but she’d take 
you to raise.

VINCENT
Love you too dad. Come in.

Lou enters as the OFFICER’S watch every move of the game on 
the monitors.

LOU
What’s going on? He in the room 
yet?
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VINCENT
Just walked in. Did my first round.

LOU
How was it?

VINCENT
Tense.

LOU
And now?

VINCENT
Still tense. My partner’s in there!

Lou and Vincent begin to watch the monitors closely. 

INT. ROOM 924 - INTERCUT

RANDALL
A wise man once said, as water 
reflects your face, your eyes 
reflect your mind.

ERIC
Yeah? Who said that? A Texan?

RANDALL
No. I believe it was me.

WILLIAM
I think you read that from a 
fortune cookie last night.

(everyone laughs)

INT. ROOM 926 - INTERCUT

VINCENT
This guy is a pompous piece of 
perfection. Isn’t he?

FEMALE OFFICER
(interrupting)

I don’t know. That accent! He could 
pick me up in a bar anytime. 

VINCENT
That idiot should go to jail for 
breaking the international law of    
criminal stupidity.
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LOU
Alright! Knock it off! Both a ya’s! 
I’m gonna get some coffee, if ya’s 
think ya can play nice? Could be 
here all night.

INT. ROOM 924 - INTERCUT 

WILLIAM
I’m feeling lucky tonight.

PETER
You’re always feeling lucky. But 
rarely ever are.

WILLIAM
Wait and see. Wait and see!

RANDALL
Say, do you remember that ‘ole 
Chap? Oh...what was his name?

PETER
The one who wanted to know more 
about us than the game?

RANDALL
Yes. That’s him.

WILLIAM
He wound up making a career 
decision that night. Didn’t he?

RANDALL
Yes. Poor ‘ole chap.

PETER
Found ‘em floating face down in the 
river.

WILLIAM
He had some lead in him...but not 
enough to keep him on the bottom.

(the crew laughs)

RANDALL
(to Eric)

And that’s what the wrong questions 
will get you.

PETER
Wasn’t he a cop or something?
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WILLIAM
Yes. Interpol I think.

RANDALL
Poor ‘ole chap. I was beginning to 
like him too.

INT. ROOM 926 - INTERCUT 

ANGLE ON a cup of coffee. WIDEN to include Lou walking into 
the room and setting it down, then sitting down near a 
monitor.

LOU
(yawns)

What’s happening? Anything?

VINCENT
They all but confessed to killing 
the Interpol agent. 

LOU
Really? What else?

VINCENT
Lets see. William’s almost out of 
money.

LOU
Really? What about Ready?

FEMALE OFFICER
He’s actually doing pretty well 
sir.

LOU
Good.

LATER:

INT. ROOM 924 - INTERCUT 

William with a drunken hand pours out his last bit of scotch 
into his glass.

WILLIAM
(drunk)

That’s it. Like this scotch, I’m 
all poured out.

PETER
Broke again? Eh?
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WILLIAM
Won’t be after tomorrow though.

We begin to see panic on Randall’s face as he glances over at 
Peter looking at him with the same look.

INT. ROOM 926 - INTERCUT

LOU
It’s tomorrow!

VINCENT
Where? Come on! Where?

INT. ROOM 924 - INTERCUT 

RANDALL
Lets call it a night. Shall we?

PETER
I think that’s a good idea.

WILLIAM
(reaching for Eric’s hand)

Enjoyed a good game of American 
Texas hold ‘em with you my good 
American friend.

ERIC
(shaking his hand)

You’re more than welcome. We should 
do it again sometime.

WILLIAM
Indeed we shall!

As Eric continues shaking William’s hand we see Randall get a 
suspicious look on his face. From Randall’s POV we notice the 
gun in Eric’s belt. Randall gets up and slowly walks over to 
Eric and quickly pulls his gun away as Eric looks panicked.

INT. ROOM 926 - INTERCUT 

Vincent jumps up--

VINCENT
Lets go! Now!

LOU
Not yet!

VINCENT
What’s wrong with you?
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LOU
I said...not yet!

Vincent freaks and runs to the door as Lou reaches over with 
his foot and holds it shut.

INT. ROOM 924 - INTERCUT 

Randall points the gun at Eric for a beat, then rotates the 
handle back to Eric--

RANDALL
There was never any need for this 
sir. It was just a friendly little 
game. I assure you, next time leave 
this friend at home. 

ERIC
(slowly taking the gun)

I will.

RANDALL
We’re gentlemen sir. You may take 
your winnings as well.

Eric slowly reaches for his massive winnings as Peter helps 
William up as they exit.

PETER
It truly was a fine evening.

WILLIAM
(as they exit)

I’ll beat you next time!

RANDALL
What was that you said your name 
was again?

ERIC
Michaels. John Michaels.

RANDALL
Hum. Well John, perhaps we can do 
this again sometime. I’d like a 
chance to win back what I lost.

ERIC
I’d like to give you that chance.

RANDALL
Good. Say tomorrow? Same place? 
Same time?
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ERIC
Sounds good. I’ll be here.

Eric exits closing the door as Randall looks down spotting 
the bill on the floor Eric dropped earlier. He picks it up 
holding it to the light with a smile, then it goes south--

RANDALL
In dog we trust?

Randall opens the door quickly. From his POV the hallway is 
empty.

INT. ROOM 926 - SAME 

LOU
(slamming his fist down)

Damn it! Ready! 

Off Lou.

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - SAME 

Maria is pretending to be asleep as Eric crawls into bed.

ERIC
(whispering)

Hey babe. You awake?

She opens her eyes looking at us with her back to Eric.

ERIC
Look. It’s not going to get any 
better unless we talk about this.

(beat)
For the longest time it was me that 
didn’t want to get married. And 
this was part of the reason.

MARIA
(quickly rolling over)

I don’t want to wake up one morning 
without you! Get a call in the 
middle of the night or something.

ERIC
Maria! This is who I am!

MARIA
I know!
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ERIC
What’s changed? I don’t understand 
this?

MARIA
I don’t know! Maybe the other night 
was a reality check.

ERIC
Maria...

(beat)
This is a decision you’re gonna 
have to make. I can’t do it for ya. 
But I’ll tell ya right now. There 
will be no divorce. So lets do 
this...or not! It’s your call.

(rolling over)

Off Maria.

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - MORNING 

Adrienne sips her coffee in the kitchen as Donato enters--

DONATO
Did you remember you have a little 
thing to tie up this morning? 

ADRIENNE
I’m almost out the door.

DONATO
Good. Make sure she’s good and 
secure.

ANGLE ON

Linda’s photo ID/Security pass laying on the table.

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Eric sits at his desk reading his newspaper sipping his 
coffee as Vincent enters--

VINCENT
Today’s the big day. What’s the 
plan? Heard from Lou?

ERIC
Not yet. I wanted to drive down to 
the intersection but...
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LOU
(entering)

No way! I want you’s guy's right 
here! Not stuck in traffic 
somewheres.

VINCENT
But Captain?

LOU
DeLarossa! Don’t Captain me!

(to Eric)
And Ready don’t you start either! 
Have your coat handy and be ready 
to ride. That’s all I ask. Got it?

ERIC
Yes sir.

VINCENT
Yes sir.

Off Eric and Vincent.

INT. ERIC & MARIA’S APARTMENT - SAME 

Maria somberly sits at the kitchen table with her coffee as 
she opens a colorful brochure Jamaican Weddings & Honeymoons. 
We see her smile as she looks at the brochure for a beat.   

EXT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME 

ANGLE ON on Linda’s photo ID/Security pass as we--

DISSOLVE TO:

Adrienne’s photo on the ID/Security pass as we PAN UP to 
Adrienne with a wig like Linda’s hair confidently smiling 
entering Bank of America dressed as Linda with a blue tooth 
on her ear.

Card: 9:00 AM

JJ is close behind glancing from side to side, then enters 
behind her. 

INT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Eric looks over at Vincent as he stares back--

ERIC
Grab your coat.

VINCENT
No way! Go ahead! Get suspended if 
you want. Not me!
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ERIC
Suspended? You think it’d be the 
first time? Please! With the way 
traffic is, it’ll take us a while 
to get there.

VINCENT
All the more reason not to go.

ERIC
Put on your big boy pants. Lets do 
this!

VINCENT
Oh, I get to wear them now? 

(beat)
Alright. Lets go.

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME

ANGLE ON the sign Safety Deposit Vault. PAN AWAY to Adrienne 
standing at the door as she carefully glances from side to 
side, then swipes her security card through a scanner opening 
the door. JJ stands next to her keeping a look out, then 
cautiously slips in behind her closing the door. He quickly 
tosses her a black tool case as she catches it. JJ pulls 
jumper wirers out of his bag and taps into the live feed for 
the security camera using a camcorder with a prerecorded 
tape. Adrienne stands guard at the door with a small club. 

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. SECURITY ROOM - INTERCUT 

ANGLE ON a monitor that shows Adrienne & JJ in the vault, 
then an empty room. WIDEN to include a SECURITY GUARD not 
watching as he sips his coffee grabbing a donut from a bag. 

JJ
Twelve minutes! Go! Go! 

Adrienne quickly walks over to the first row of boxes as JJ 
walks over to the second row as they both flip open their 
tool cases. We notice they’re wearing latex surgical gloves 
as they take out their cordless drills. The bits look 
unusually strong as they’re made for drilling through the 
hardened steel locks as Adrienne gently touches the bit 
examining it closely--

JJ
Careful! They’re sharp!
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ADRIENNE
Lets see if your investment paid 
off. 

JJ
Dude said they can punch anything.

Adrienne begins drilling and less than a second is through 
the lock. They look at each other in amazement as she adjusts 
her blue tooth speaking to Donato outside in the van--

ADRIENNE
(to Donato)

We’re in!

EXT. VAN - SAME 

Establishing with an NYC Water Department van parked in the 
middle of the intersection with a bright orange nylon mesh 
fence around the man hole cover and rubber cones around the 
van. WIDEN to include traffic slowly passing on both sides of 
the van in the f.g. and b.g.  

INT. VAN - SAME

ANGLE ON Donato squatting in the back looking out of the rear 
window toward Bank of America.

DONATO
(into his blue tooth)

Good! Get it done and get out!
(turning on a camcorder)

From Donato’s POV he has a monitor set up that shows Adrienne 
and JJ quickly punching boxes. Donato looks away and out 
through the rear window as a shocked look appears. From his 
POV a large black Suburban screeches to a halt in front of 
Bank of America as the English Crew boldly exits dressed in 
black. We see Randall heavily armed exit first, then William 
as his jacket opens slightly getting a glimpse of some 
grenades. Saffron exits swinging her gun strap around to her 
back with a couple of explosives attached. She slams the door 
closed, then slaps the side of the Suburban as it speeds 
away. We see her cold eyes as she glances suspiciously from 
side to side, then follows her crew inside. In the distance 
we HEAR the sound of a helicopter approaching. From Donato’s 
POV we see the helicopter fly over him as he panics adjusting 
his blue tooth-- 

DONATO
(shouting)

Abort! Abort! We got company! 
Heavily armed! And a lot of it!
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INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME 

In the Safety Deposit Box Vault Adrienne and JJ have opened 
every box and are quickly dumping the contents into black 
garbage bags as Adrienne stops to listen. 

DONATO (V.O.)
Another crew! Get out! Get out now!

Adrienne turns to JJ-- 

ADRIENNE
Gigs over! Gotta go...now!

They quickly exit the vault as we PAN OVER to an open box 
full of the Dentist’s teeth they never saw. We stay with them 
for a beat. Adrienne and JJ quickly, but cautiously walk 
toward the front doors trying not to be noticed carrying 
their trash bags. Adrienne rounds the corner and walks right 
into Randall and JJ into Saffron. Everyone is stunned 
momentarily as Randall and Adrienne stand there in disbelief. 
They look at each other in a tense beat, then Randall grabs 
Adrienne’s bag--

RANDALL
(looking inside)

Still nickel and diming it? Eh, 
Baby?

Adrienne’s pissed as Saffron grabs JJ’s bag.

RANDALL
Trust fund run out?

SAFFRON
(with a vicious look)

Oh no! This can’t be her!
(looking her up & down)

I ought to...

ADRIENNE
(interrupting)

What? You ought to what...Bitch?

RANDALL
Lets just take the spoils. Shall 
we? Business Love.

Randall turns walking toward the counter and Bank EMPLOYEES 
as he and William show their weapons--
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RANDALL
This is a heist! No alarms people! 
I don’t like them! If I hear one, 
somebody will die!

WILLIAM
(handing out bags)

Put the money in the bags.

Saffron and Adrienne stare intensely into each others eyes as 
Saffron holds both bags.

JJ
(to Adrienne)

Come on. Lets go.

ADRIENNE
I’m not leaving. Not just yet!

(to Saffron)
I want my stuff! Give it to me!

(beat)

SAFFRON
(gloating)

I’ll give it to you!

Saffron drops the bags and reaches to swing her gun around 
from her back as Adrienne under handed stabs Saffron’s fake 
breast from underneath with her drill bit. Saline squirts 
through her shirt gushing everywhere like a punctured water 
balloon. As Saffron looks down at her breast, Adrienne with 
the other hand grabs Saffron’s hand gun from her waist. She 
points it at her as she and JJ both grin. Adrienne and JJ 
begin backing away toward the front doors as Adrienne turns 
to JJ looking at the drill bit, then tosses it down-- 

ADRIENNE
Dudes right. They can punch 
anything!

Saffron gives Adrienne a vicious look, then looks back down 
at her dripping shirt and flattened breast in disbelief. She 
raises her gun toward Adrienne as Randall grabs it--

RANDALL
Business Love! Remember?

ANGLE ON

them standing in a large puddle of saline.
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SAFFRON
(to Randall dripping)

Look at me! I’m...

RANDALL
(interrupting)

I’ll call a plastic surgeon in the 
morning Love. Now come on! We got a 
job to do!

From Donato’s POV Adrienne and JJ exit the Bank empty handed 
as she argues with JJ.

DONATO
(to himself)

What are you guy’s doing? 

Adrienne is angry as JJ turns toward Donato, then back to her 
stopping.

ADRIENNE
(glancing back at the 
Bank)

I’m not going home empty handed!

JJ
What are you talking about?

ADRIENNE
(looking at Bank One)

No way!

JJ
We got a schedule to keep! Stick to 
the plan!

From Donato’s POV Adrienne begins walking towards Bank One. 
We HEAR snatches of conversation of JJ trying to reason with 
her as she continues walking toward Bank One.

DONATO
(to himself)

Adrienne! What the hell!

JJ gestures to Donato in disbelief as he continues to follow 
Adrienne. From Donato’s POV she enters Bank One with JJ 
following behind.

DONATO
(to himself)

I can’t believe this! What the hell 
is she thinking?
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INT. BANK ONE - INTERCUT 

Adrienne enters with her pistol drawn followed by JJ. The 
Bank TELLERS are in shock.

ADRIENNE
This is a hold up! I’m not playing!

(handing them a bag)
Start packing up the money! Hurry 
it up! I ain’t got all day! Rush 
hour’s a bitch! 

(slapping the counter)
Come on! Lets go! 

The Tellers know she’s serious and possibly borderline crazy 
as they quickly shove the money into the bags.

DONATO (V.O.)
(through his blue tooth)

Adrienne! What are you doing?

ADRIENNE
(turning her blue tooth 
off)

Come on! Faster people!

DONATO
(to Adrienne)

Lets go! This wasn’t the 
plan...hello? Damn it!

EXT. EMPIRE STATE CREDIT UNION - SAME  

Establishing from Donato’s POV as TWO GUY’s dressed in animal 
costumes enter with one wearing a lion outfit and the other 
wearing a tiger outfit. 

DONATO
What the... This just isn’t my 
freakin’ day! 

INT. EMPIRE STATE CREDIT UNION - SAME 

An OLD LADY watches the Lion and Tiger enter and sees the 
butt of a water pistol sticking out of the lions pocket--

OLD LADY
(screams)

Robbery! Gun!

All the EMPLOYEES hit the floor as we HEAR the alarm 
sounding. The Lion and Tiger look around and slowly raise 
their paws in the air. 
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EXT. NEW YORK - SAME 

On the street just a block away pinned in traffic, Eric and 
Vincent sit. Eric pauses as they HEAR the alarm, then give 
each other a look as we HEAR their Police radio--

LOU
Ready? DeLarossa? You out there?

ERIC
(grabbing the mic)

Yeah Lou. We’re here.

LOU
Got an alarm at check point eleven.

(he hears it over the 
radio)

My guess is you’s guy’s are near 
there. Am I right or what?

ERIC
(grabbing the mic)

Yeah.

LOU
Let me guess. Breakfast?

ERIC
Yeah.

LOU
Cavalry’s en route. SWAT’s in the 
air. Don’t let me stop ya’s. Go for 
crying out loud! Go!

Vincent smiles at Eric and throws the shift lever into park 
as they both jump out and begin running toward the 
intersection with their weapons drawn and badges on neck 
chains. 

VINCENT
(running)

Damn it Eric! I hate it when you’re 
right!

ERIC
Me too!

INT. BANK ONE - SAME 

Adrienne and JJ turn quickly startled by the alarm across the 
street.
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INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME 

Randall, William and Saffron turn quickly startled by the 
alarm across the street. 

INT. BANK ONE - SAME

Adrienne and JJ grab their money bags and dart out the door.

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME 

From Saffron’s POV Adrienne and JJ run out into the 
intersection. We see the look of vengeance on Saffron’s face.

EXT. THE INTERSECTION - SAME

Donato opens the van doors as Adrienne and JJ run toward us 
tossing the garbage bags full of money into the back as 
Donato slams the doors closed. Adrienne and JJ climb down 
into the man hole as they both look away as a huge volume of 
air blasts up as a train passes below. From Adrienne’s POV 
Saffron runs toward us carrying their garbage bags from 
earlier as we see the look of vengeance in her eyes. Adrienne 
and JJ quickly grab the lid sliding it as Adrienne breaks two 
finger nails. Another train blasts past moving another huge 
volume of air from the second track. From Saffron’s POV the 
man hole closes as she reaches it. From her POV we see two 
broken fingernails as she smirks. Saffron stares at Donato in 
the back of the van for a beat as he stares back wondering 
what she is going to do. Adrienne and JJ get into their two 
repelling harnesses as Saffron drops the bags and struggles 
lifting the lid sliding it to the side. She pulls the pin on 
a live grenade as Adrienne and JJ look up at her-- 

SAFFRON
You Bitch!

She drops it with a smile and it lands on the top rung as JJ 
grabs the garbage bags away from Saffron dropping them to the 
tracks below. The grenade gets stuck on the top ladder rung 
as Saffron closes the lid with a smile. Adrienne and JJ repel 
quickly to the bottom landing on the tracks below and grab 
their bags as the tracks begin to shake. We HEAR the rumble 
as JJ grabs Adrienne as they quickly tumble to the other side 
as a train blasts past.

ADRIENNE
(looking at her watch)

Talk about being on time! Damn!
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EXT. THE INTERSECTION - SAME

Saffron is running away quickly as Donato speeds away running 
over cones and dragging the mesh fence. He drags a cone under 
the van as Vincent reaches him with his weapon drawn--

VINCENT
(running with the van)

Stop! Police!

S F/X & F/X - We HEAR and SEE the huge explosion as--

Vincent drops and rolls covering his face as the man hole 
cover flies through the air cutting Saffron in half at the 
waist. It kills her instantly as blood sprays through the air 
as her legs continue to run for a beat, then drop. 

INT. SUBWAY TUNNEL - SAME

Adrienne and JJ run through an old abandon Subway tunnel 
carrying their bags as Adrienne calls Donato on her blue 
tooth--

ADRIAN
(to Donato)

Donato! You okay?

INT./EXT. VAN - INTERCUT 

Donato drives through traffic as fast as he can still 
dragging the fence at the rear as the cone shoots out from 
underneath the van--

DONATO
Yeah! I’m okay! 

ADRIENNE
What’s going on up there? 

DONATO
It’s nuts! Totally crazy!

ADRIENNE
What happened to that crazy Bitch 
that was chasing me?

DONATO
Dead!

ADRIENNE
(smiles)

Plastic Surgeon can’t fix that!
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The cover continues to fly through the air as Eric approaches 
the helicopter about twelve feet above the roof top. From 
Eric’s POV we see Peter at the helm--

ERIC
Police! Shut it down! Now!

Eric sees the cover coming at them and jumps clear as Peter 
tries to lift off, but it hits the helicopter about six feet 
above the roof. Eric drops to the roof in a fetal position 
covering his head as both blades are severed by the cover as 
the helicopter crashes straight down onto the roof. It almost 
gives way with dust, insulation and debris swirling through 
the air. The blades are still whirling through the air as 
Eric watches them head downward to the streets below. Peter 
checks himself and has a small amount of blood on his 
forehead, then realizes the helicopter is out of commission. 
He quickly jumps out running away as Eric gets up with minor 
scapes and bleeding and gives foot pursuit--

ERIC
Police! You’re under arrest...tea 
bag!

Police OFFICERS arrive as does SWAT with helicopters as below 
it’s total chaos and pandemonium. Randall and William come 
out blasting with heavy gun fire. PEOPLE are running in every 
direction as PEOPLE in cab’s duck to dodge bullets, glass and 
debris. Swat AGENT’s begin to deploy as one helicopter blade 
takes out a complete line of store front windows to Bank One. 
Vincent is barely clear ducking and covering his head. PEOPLE 
are running as blood and gore abound. People are getting 
pushed, trampled and cut with shattered glass. About a block 
away Peter collapses from his injuries as Eric gives chase 
and hand cuffs him to a metal hand railing.  

ERIC
Stay!

Eric turns running back to the chaos with his weapon drawn. 
He stops at a corner of a building and cautiously peeks 
around it as Randall and William watch everyone in front of 
them with their weapons drawn. They are heavily armed and 
slowly walk backward heading straight for Eric. He has his 
back against the wall--

ERIC
(to himself)

Damn! If I die...Maria’s gonna be 
pissed!

Randall and William continue toward him slowly with their 
weapons drawn. 
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They’re just five feet away as we see the fear in Eric’s 
eyes. Suddenly Vincent appears from behind as Eric gestures 
for him to be quiet. He gestures, quickly pointing toward 
Randall and William as they nod in agreement. They both dart 
out at the same time--

VINCENT
Hold it!

ERIC
Hold it!

ANGLE ON

Vincent pointing a pistol in William’s back as he stops. 

ANGLE ON

Eric pointing a pistol in Randall’s back as he stops.

ERIC
(to Randall)

Don’t even think about it!

ANGLE ON

a grenade. WIDEN to include Randall holding it, then giving 
William a nod as it gets tense for a beat. Suddenly Randall 
pulls the pin dropping it to the ground as we follow it 
rolling into the sewer. Randall holds the live grenade as he 
and William turn around smiling, facing Eric and Vincent--

RANDALL
Well, if it isn’t our ole pal 
Mister Michaels?

WILLIAM
And that cute little Bel Hop too!

ERIC
(lifting his badge)

NYPD! It’s over Randall.

RANDALL
Yeah? Tell me to drop it. Go ahead!

WILLIAM
Yeah. Tell me too...copper!

VINCENT
(to William)

When did you have your last sip a 
scotch? Cause I think it was your 
last.
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WILLIAM
Really? 

(raising his gun to 
Vincent)

What a ya gonna do...huh?

Vincent has a perfect aim at William’s forehead and pulls the 
trigger shooting him dead as he falls to the ground. 

VINCENT
Told ya!

Vincent quickly points his gun at Randall.

ERIC
Way to go Rookie!

(beat)

RANDALL
I think you’ll agree. I’m holding 
all the cards here boys.

Eric puts his gun to Randall’s face as Randall looks down the 
barrel and begins to sweat.

RANDALL
(closing his eyes)

I’m coming to see you Saffron.
(beat)

ERIC
Nah. You’re bluffing.

RANDALL
(scared, almost crying)

Think so? 

ERIC
(cocking his gun)

Yeah. I do. 

SLOWLY PAN to the Swat Agents and Police with their guns 
drawn on Randall as we HEAR guns being cocked and loaded.

ERIC
Just raised ya. Now I’m calling ya!

SEVERAL QUICK SHOTS of Police Officers and SWAT with their 
weapons drawn--
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VINCENT
Give me the grenade Randall. I’ll 
let you live. Unlike William over 
there.

(long beat)

RANDALL
Here.

VINCENT
Smooth! Live to play another day!

Vincent reaches behind and pulls out a plastic tie strap hand 
cuff and uses one end for a grenade pin as Randall carefully 
holds it. 

ERIC
Told ya I had the better hand.

RANDALL
Guess so.

Eric hand cuffs Randall’s hands behind him--

ERIC
(to Randall)

Ever wear one? 
(to Vincent)

I think we should let him have it 
back. What a ya think?

VINCENT
(to Eric)

Think you’re right.

Vincent takes the other end and puts it around Randall’s neck 
making a grenade necklace.

ERIC
(to Vincent)

Yeah. Good looking necklace 
partner.

(to Randall)
What do you think?

RANDALL
(scared and crying)

No. I don’t like it.

ERIC
(to Randall)

I’d watch out for the bomb sniffing 
dog if I were you!
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RANDALL
(crying)

No. Please. Take it off.

VINCENT
(pushing him down)

Have a seat!

ERIC
Good job partner!

VINCENT
(bumping knuckles)

Thanks!

SLOWLY PAN the contained crime scene revealing the massive 
carnage.

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - LATER 

Adrienne is seated at the dinning room table as Donato counts 
out the money evenly. Adrienne and JJ smile with large stacks 
of money in front of them. Adrienne opens a garbage bag and 
pulls out a beautiful heavily crusted diamond engagement ring 
trying it on and admires it for a beat. From her POV it 
sparkles on her left ring finger.

ADRIENNE
I don’t know. I think I like this 
better than the cash. What do you 
guy's think?

Donato knows he’s been had as does JJ. We HEAR Donato popping 
the top on a big bottle of champagne, then pours three 
glasses handing one to Adrienne and one to JJ. 

DONATO
(toasting)

To retirement!

We sense apprehension from Adrienne as--

DONATO
Cheers!

ADRIENNE
Cheers!

JJ
Me too. After that...I’m done too 
mon!

DONATO
Really? What are your plans?
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JJ
I know this little piece of land in 
Jamaica. It over looks the most 
beautiful harbor on the Island. 
Unmolested. The prettiest water you 
ever seen. Crystal clear with a 
slight shade of turquoise. It has 
the most perfect palm tree I ever 
seen. All I want is, to sit under 
it. With a glass in my hand. A 
couple ice cubes. A splash of 
coconut rum. A twist of lime. And a 
fine woman next me. And never have 
to get up...

(beat)
Ever again. That’s all I want mon.

Everyone smiles as JJ raises his glass--

JJ
(toasting)

Cheers.

DONATO
Cheers!

ADRIENNE
Cheers!

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - NEXT MORNING

Establishing with the morning light and gray skies with light 
drizzle falling. 

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME 

ANGLE ON the front of an expensive permanently mounted coffee 
maker under beautifully sculptured cabinets. The digital 
clock on the front reads 6:59 AM then, 7:00 AM as it turns 
itself on automatically and begins to drip coffee. The 
kitchen is modern as we slowly move into the bedroom with its 
door open. On the bed under the black silk sheets Adrienne 
lays as a cold ray of light passes through a large hand 
crafted window illuminating her face. She begins to wake up 
and sit on the edge of the bed as she wipes the sleep from 
her face. She’s not feeling well as we HEAR her cough as 
Donato enters with a cup of coffee offering it to her. 

ADRIENNE
(coughs in refusal)

No. Don’t feel good this morning. 
Cold or something.
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DONATO
Know what you need? A good home 
remedy. Been in my family for 
generations. Been known to cure 
almost anything. A bowl of hot 
minestroni!

(beat)

ADRIENNE
(gesturing)

Come here.
(kisses him on the cheek)

What would I ever do without you. 
You take such good care of me. 

DONATO
(kissing her forehead)

Be right back.

ANGLE ON

a ring of keys lying on an expensive table in the foyer as 
Donato’s hand comes down grabbing them. He exits through the 
front door wearing a black leather jacket.

EXT. GROCERY STORE - SAME

Establishing with an old family style grocery store on a 
corner in little Italy. It’s a bit run down, but the best 
place to buy fresh fruits and vegetables. It’s been raining, 
but it’s stopped as we see small puddles on the ground. 

INT. GROCERY STORE - SAME

ANGLE ON a bell on the top of the front door as we HEAR it 
ring as the door opens. WIDEN to include Donato entering 
walking past an old style wooden fruit stand and meat cooler. 
Behind the counter is an Italian butcher, ANGELO, seventies, 
wearing a dirty apron as he smiles at Donato wiping his hands  
on it.  

ANGELO
Hello Donato. How’s the excavation 
business? 

DONATO
Hey Angelo. Good. Just finished a 
big job. 

ANGELO
How’d it go?
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DONATO
Another day at the office!

ANGELO
(smiling)

Good. That’s good Donato.

Donato picks up some potatoes giving them a squeeze, then 
smiles walking toward Angelo.

EXT. NEW YORK POLICE DEPT. - SAME

Establishing with the architecture of the old building as we 
SWISH PAN to a Police cruiser exiting the parking lot. 

INT. POLICE CRUISER - SAME 

ANGLE ON the police radio and computer--

DISPATCHER (V.O.)
Officer down. Two eleven in 
progress. Luna Liquors.

ANGLE ON

the OFFICER’s foot punching the gas pedal. From his POV we 
fly through red lights at a high rate of speed as the 
dispatcher continues--

DISPATCHER (V.O.)
The two perps were last seen 
running down the alley behind the 
store. They’re described as white. 
One about five foot ten. The other 
about five foot two. Be advised 
they’re both armed with hand guns 
and were last seen wearing black 
leather jackets. 

The Officer riding grabs the mic--

POLICE OFFICER
Car fifty four responding.

DISPATCHER (V.O.)
Affirmative car fifty four.

EXT. GROCERY STORE - SAME

ANGLE ON the bell on top of the door as we HEAR it ring 
again. WIDEN to include Donato exiting the store holding a 
brown paper grocery bag. He pauses for a beat, holding the 
door as an old Italian WOMEN enters with a smile. 
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Donato steps out onto the sidewalk and stands there for a 
beat looking up at the sky, then glances from side to side 
with a smile. It has stopped raining as the sun begins to 
poke through the clouds.

EXT. ALLEY - SAME

ANGLE ON two pair of feet running quickly through the water 
puddles toward us. WIDEN to include the TWO YOUNG THUG’S from 
the two eleven robbery running toward Donato. Donato steps 
down from the curb and turns to walk down the alley to his 
Porsche. We see the Thug’s run past him wearing black leather 
jackets similar to his as one Thug bumps Donato’s shoulder--

THUG
Run man!

Donato watches in amazement as they continue to run away. He 
glances back down the alley as we see his Porsche parked in 
the distance. He continues walking toward it we HEAR an old 
style burglar alarm ringing in the distance. Donato continues 
walking toward the alarm and his car as we see his feet 
wearing expensive Italian loafers stepping around the water 
puddles as the NYPD cruiser slides to a stop behind him at 
the entrance to the alley in the street. Donato doesn’t hear 
it because he’s close to the ringing alarm. The two Police 
Officers see Donato as they exit their cruiser unsnapping 
their holsters. 

POLICE OFFICER #1
(muted because of the alarm)
Hey!

From the Officer’s POV Donato doesn’t acknowledge them and 
continues toward his car as we HEAR the alarm getting louder 
as he nears it.

POLICE OFFICER #2
(muted)

Hey! Stop! Police!

The Officer’s draw their weapons on Donato’s back. He begins 
to smile possibly thinking of Adrienne oblivious to what is 
going on behind him. He continues to step around the water 
puddles and is now near his car. We HEAR Donato”s cell phone 
ring and in slow motion he reaches for it-- 

POLICE OFFICER #2
He’s going for a gun!

In slow motion we HEAR Officer #1 fire a round at Donato and 
see the round leave the barrel in slow motion. Donato grabs 
his phone from his belt and turns seeing something from the 
corner of his eye. 
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As he turns the bullet enters through the grocery bag hitting 
him in the mid section. Donato falls in slow motion as the 
potato’s eject from the bag. His phone falls in slow motion 
we see the caller ID says Adrienne as it hits the ground 
rolling a couple times. It’s over as the two Officers slowly 
walk over to Donato’s body laying in the alley next to his 
car. The Officer picks up the phone and looks at it. From his 
POV it says 1 missed call-- 

POLICE OFFICER 
(with a smirk)

Not today. 

Music Over: Wake up in New York - Craig Armstrong

Off the Officer’s. 

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - SAME 

Adrienne sits on the edge of her bed as she slowly folds her 
phone closed, then stares into the cold ray of light with a 
possible sixth sense of what just happened. 

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - SAME 

Establishing with Eric and Vincent investigating inside the 
safety deposit vault interviewing Linda. In the lobby from 
behind we see the Dentist enter. From his POV he steps on 
some broken glass. WIDEN to include the JANITOR sweeping it 
up. The Dentist approaches the safety deposit vault, looking 
through the door. From his POV he sees his box has been 
violated. He slowly clinches his fists in rage, somehow 
blaming Linda who’s still talking with Eric and Vincent.

DENTIST
(grumbles in anger)

SLOW PUSH down tight on his clenched fisted gloves until we--

FADE TO BLACK:

Card: Several Weeks Later

INT. ADRIENNE’S TOWNHOUSE - MORNING

Establishing with Adrienne’s bedroom. WIDEN to include her 
carefully making the bed pushing all the wrinkles out. She 
stares at it for a beat, then flashes back to her and Donato 
making love, then snaps back to reality. She stands over the 
bed with her hand over her mouth trying not to cry as a tear 
rolls down her cheek. She looks out the window for a moment 
as it begins to drizzle. From her POV outside at the curb 
Donato’s Porsche pulls up as we HEAR the horn honk twice, 
then once as usual. 
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After hearing the horn she smiles slightly, then wipes 
another tear away as she puts on Donato’s leather jacket. 
We’re wondering if by some chance Donato is still alive, but 
it’s really Linda. 

EXT. PORSCHE - SAME 

Establishing from the rear with Linda not yet revealed as 
Adrienne gets into the passenger side.

ANGLE ON

the New York vanity plate 2 MOLES

WIDEN to include Adrienne through the rear window smiling a 
small smile, then leaning over and french kissing Linda not 
yet revealed because of the tall back on the front seat.

INT. PORSCHE - SAME

ADRIENNE
I love the rain. It turns me on.

REVERSE ANGLE 

revealing Linda smiling--

LINDA
Me too!

Music Over fades to: I kissed a girl - Katy Perry

The Porsche pulls away. WIDEN to include the Dentist watching 
from a nearby parked sedan. From his POV he patiently drums 
his gloved fingers on the steering wheel and has been 
patiently watching their every move. He reaches down to the 
gear shift lever and begins following them.

DISSOLVE TO:

Music Over fades to: I wanna love you - Bob Marley 

EXT. JAMAICA - SAME

Establishing with beautiful turquoise water leading to the 
perfect beach JJ described earlier as he sits under that 
perfect palm tree with a drink in his hand. He snuggles with 
a beautiful Jamaican WOMAN as they gaze out into the ocean 
for a long beat. The woman snuggles tighter to him as they 
both happily smile. WIDEN to include Eric and Maria in the 
distance admiring the same view. 
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MARIA
It’s so beautiful here. Isn’t it 
nice to be far away from crime and 
criminals?

ERIC
Yeah. It is.

MARIA
(kissing him)

Happy honeymoon!

ANGLE ON

JJ happily snuggling tightly with his woman for a long beat.

INT. VINCENT’S APARTMENT - SAME 

ANGLE ON the Kirby vacuum sweeper as the Kirby ladies hand 
reaches over as we HEAR it turn on. We see Vincent’s hand 
turn off the lights. 

FADE TO BLACK:

VINCENT 
(sensuously)

Oh yeah... Baby!

FADE OUT.
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